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Abstract

New palaeogeographical reconstructions are presented for eleven time intervals through the Palaeozoic of the eastern Asia region from the Middle Cambrian at 510 Ma to the end of the Permian at 250 Ma. They centre on the continental blocks of North China, South China, and Annamia (Indochina) and their relationships with northeastern Gondwana (which was united to form part of Pangea from the Late Carboniferous onwards). Also shown is the continent of Tarim during the Lower Palaeozoic, as well as the Hutag Uul–Songliao and Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya terranes, both of which straddle the Russian, Mongolian and Chinese borders today, from Silurian times onwards. We conclude that Annamia and South China were united as a single continent throughout the Lower Palaeozoic and Early Devonian and were translocated by major strike-slip faulting along the northeastern Gondwana margin during that period from off Afghanistan to outboard of the Sibumasu and Australian sectors of the superterrane. They left the Gondwana marginal area together during the Lower Devonian opening of the Palaeotethys Ocean, but very shortly afterwards they themselves divided into the two separate continental blocks that we recognise today, not to reunite until the Triassic. The various Cambrian to Permian rocks found in Japan largely represent active volcanic arcs which originally lay to the southeast of South China, although the Carboniferous was more quiescent there. The Neotethys Ocean opened during the Permian, dividing Sibumasu and the Tibetan terranes from Gondwana, and the Palaeotethys Ocean started to close progressively in the Upper Palaeozoic as most of the East Asian continents and smaller terranes moved towards Siberia. The positions of the various continents and terranes have been deduced from a mixture of palaeomagnetic and faunal data, the positions of Large Igneous Provinces and kimberlites, and the need to provide kinematic continuity between maps of successive ages. However, many uncertainties remain.
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1. Introduction

Eastern Asia is made up of a complex mosaic, most of which were distinct entities of variable ages in the Palaeozoic. To the north of those shown in Fig. 1, at the western rim of the Pacific Ocean southwards from the Bering Straits, there are the Chukhot and adjacent terranes, which were peri-Laurentian and parts of the Chukhot-Arctic Alaska Continent (Cocks and Torsvik, 2011) and the eastern end of peri-Siberia, including the Verkhoyansk–Kolimian Fold Belt (Cocks and Torsvik, 2007). On Fig. 1, to the south of Siberia and peri-Siberia (coloured orange), there is the eastern sector of the Central Asian Orogenic Belt (Junggar, Tarim, Kunlun, Qaidam–Qilian, Ala Shan, Gurvansayhan, Nuhetdavaa, Hutag Uul–Songliao, Sulinheer, Khanka–Jiamusu Bureya, and the Japanese terranes), as well as North China, South China, and Annamia (Indochina). To the south of them lies the northeastern sector of the Gondwana superterrane (which included Sibumasu and East Malaya until the Permian).

That vast area is made up of a large number of geological units which have often been defined and named differently by different authors. Since the advent of the understanding of plate tectonics, many workers have tried to place those units in relation to each other before the Mesozoic; for example, Zonenshain et al. (1990) and Sengor and Natalin (1996) both published pioneer syntheses of Asian tectonics and palaeogeography. The CAOB stretches across Asia from the Urals to the Sea of Okhotsk in the Russian Far East. The belt was first recognised by Suess (1901), and runs between the stable cratons of Gondwana, Baltica and Siberia. All authors agree that Tarim, North China, South China and Annamia represented substantial Palaeozoic continental areas independent of Gondwana, Baltica and Siberia within the eastern Asia region. However, recognition of Sibumasu, East Malaya and the Tibetan terranes as separate entities has varied between authors, but we consider those units to have been integral parts of the margin of core Gondwana (Torsvik and Cocks, 2009, 2011) until the Permian opening of the Neotethys Ocean. In addition, there were also many other smaller geological entities, most of which appear to have originated as oceanic island arcs at various times stretching from the Neoproterozoic to the Permian.

The purpose of this paper is to review the identities and relative positions of the various major regions now in eastern Asia as they developed during the Palaeozoic. Firstly, the continents and terrane units are briefly characterised, and that is followed by a historical summary of each Palaeozoic period together with new palaeogeographical maps.

In Sections 2 to 4 the many units are reviewed in turn, although a few, such as the Gurvansayhan (Section 3.6) and Nuhetdavaa (Section 4.5) terranes of Mongolia are allocated rather arbitrarily within the sections. The easternmost unit, the Nadanhada–Sikhote–Alin Terrane, which borders the Japan Sea (NSA on Fig. 1), consists entirely of Upper Jurassic and later accretionary rocks with substantial Cretaceous granites and thus is not mentioned further here (apart from the Permian brachiopods which are found in blocks within those Jurassic prisms: Section 13). The terminology used varies widely in the literature, but we here use ‘terrane’ for the smaller units, ‘microcontinent’ for amalgamated smaller units, ‘continent’ for the larger units, ‘superterrane’ for Gondwana and Laurussia, and ‘supercontinent’ only for Pangea and Rodinia.
2. East Asian units

2.1. Annamia

The continent of Annamia (otherwise termed Indosinia) occupied most of today’s Indochina Peninsula, as well as parts of adjacent China and Thailand. The Kontum Craton of Vietnam is a Palaeoproterozoic basement, with some parts dated at 2.3 Ga (Hutchison, 1996), which underwent an Early Cambrian thermal event at about 530 Ma (Sengor and Natalin, 1996). Within that craton are many varied Palaeozoic rocks, including a Late Ordovician granodiorite and Silurian to Early Devonian (428–407 Ma) charnockite, granite and gneiss (Carter et al., 2001; de Jong et al., 2006), and there is a substantial unconformity seen over much of the craton consisting of overlying continental red beds which are all intruded by Late Triassic to Cretaceous granites (Lepvrier et al., 2004). Previously, Annamia’s margins were poorly constrained; however, its boundaries are now much better known since the works of Sone and Metcalfe (summarised in, 2008) and Cai and Zhang (2009). The various papers within Ridd et al. (2011) have greatly illuminated the Thai sector of the terrane, which centres on the Loei area of northeast Thailand. Sone and Metcalfe (2008) described Carboniferous and Permian deposits in the region of oceanic origin, including carbonates originally deposited on sea mounts which later accreted to Annamia’s margins; and they identified within peri-Annamia the Simao Subterrane and the Chanthaburi, Lincang and Sukhotoi terranes (the latter three were Permian volcanic island arcs which accreted to Annamia during the Middle Permian): all are shown combined as the Sukhothai island arc on our reconstructions. Sone and Metcalfe (2008) also described the Sra Kaeo Suture Zone at Annamia’s southwestern margin, within which are the remains of a Permian back-arc basin, and in addition recognised the Inthanon Suture Zone (where the Palaeotethys Ocean closed in the Middle to Late Triassic and Annamia and Sibumasu merged) as situated at the western margin of their Sukothai Terrane within Thailand. That work superseded Metcalfe (2006), who had then regarded Simao as a separate terrane derived from South China by back-arc spreading in the Early Carboniferous, and which did not accrete to Annamia until the Middle Triassic along the Nan–Uttardit Suture. Metcalfe also regarded the Annamia–South China accretion along the Song Ma Suture as of Late Carboniferous to Early Devonian age, rather than Triassic. Cai and Zhang (2009) concluded that the Simao area of Laos and southern China was connected to South China rather than Annamia; however, we follow the contrasting view of Sone and Metcalfe (2008), who placed it as a subterrane of Annamia.

Relatively few Palaeozoic faunas from the former French Indochina have been described in recent years, and most of those described during that colonial period are in sore need of revision. However,
Late Silurian brachiopods and other shelly faunas are known from the Vietnamese sector (Rong et al., 1995; Tong-Dzuy et al., 2001), and in the latter paper there is also a brief overview of central and northern Vietnam. In places the latest Silurian Retziella Fauna of Rong et al. (1995) is overlain unconformably by rocks of Late Devonian (Famennian) age, and elsewhere non-marine Early Devonian strata lie unconformably on Ordovician beds, and the overall affinities of the Silurian and Devonian faunas lie with South China. However, fortunately Annamia also includes parts of political southeastern China, the Northern Quangtang-Simao region of Zhou et al. (2007). Thus Zhou et al.’s (1998a, 2001b) description of Early Ordovician trilobites, including the provincially distinctive Neseuretus, and Fang and Cope’s (2004) work on bivalves from the same locality in Yunnan Province, part of Palaeozoic Annamia, are useful modern studies, and both faunas indicate that Annamia was then near Gondwana. The Thai sector of Annamia, was comprehensively reviewed in the various papers within Ridd et al. (2011) as follows. Lower Palaeozoic rocks are largely absent, apart from some Mid to Late Silurian shelly faunas in the Loei area which are not terrane diagnostic. Those are followed by Devonian corals and other shelly fossils of South Chinese affinity which developed on platform carbonates, but deeper-shelf sediments are nearby, and contemporary rocks in Laos probably represent an accretionary complex. Following Late Devonian rhylolites (374 Ma) and basalts (361 Ma), volcanism continued on into the Early Carboniferous, and there is a widespread unconformity below Upper Carboniferous rocks which are of terrestrial origin, including coals and associated Cathaysian Province floras. There are Middle Carboniferous (320 Ma) granites. Throughout the Late Carboniferous and Permian, the substantial Khao and Pha Nok Khao shallow-water carbonate platforms near Loei were separated by the Nam Duk Basin, which is filled by deeper-water sediments, including turbidites. Metcalfe and Sone (2008) reported a biogeographically significant conodont fauna, including Sweetognathus and Pseudosweetognathus from Lower Permian (Kungurian, about 275 Ma) rocks within the Annamian sector of Thailand. The Late Permian floras, for example those described by Asama et al. (1968), again place Annamia within the Cathaysian Province, and they are plotted on Fig. 24. The positions of Annamia at successive times are further discussed in Section 15.

2.2 South China

The boundaries of the old and substantial South China continent within modern China and northeastern Vietnam are largely agreed, and it contains many well-studied rocks of Palaeozoic age, many of which have yielded provincially diagnostic fossils. It appears to have been unified as a continental craton during the Proterozoic at about 1 Ga. Zhang (in Zhang et al., 2003) showed it divided into three sedimentary provinces during the Cambrian, from northwest to southwest to the Yangtze Platform, the Jiangnan Belt and the Southeastern provinces during the Cambrian, from northwest to southeast. To the north of South China lies the Qinling orogenic belt, which is considered further below under North China. The boundary between South China and Annamia is formed by the Alaoshan and Song Ma Suture zones, as shown by Metcalfe (2006). Although Metcalfe thought that the accretion had occurred in the latest Devonian or Earliest Carboniferous, Cai and Zhang (2009) have demonstrated conclusively that today’s southwestern margin of South China was passive from the Devonian to the Early Triassic, and they agreed with other authors that accretion with Annamia was at a much later date, during the Middle to Late Triassic, which we follow here. In addition, Findlay (1998) demonstrated that the Song Ma Suture itself is post-Cretaceous, and there is contained within it the remnants of a Cambrian to Ordovician island arc which accreted to the South China continent in an active margin setting before the Devonian. However, since the original positions of that arc are unknown, it is not depicted separately here. The questions of where South China lay in the Palaeozoic and the relationships to it of Annamia and North China are discussed in Section 15 below.
2.3. North China

North China is often termed Sinokorea, since the continent includes most of the Korean Peninsula as well as much of northern and eastern China. Zhou et al. (2007) divided North China into four areas, Yellow River, Ordos, Dunhuang–Alexa and Qaidam–Qilian. Ordos forms the western margin of the Lower Palaeozoic Yellow River Platform, and we group those Archaean cratons as a united North China continent here. Ordos is bordered to its west by the Helanshan and Liupansan Faults which separate it from the Dunhuang–Alexa and Qaidam–Qilian. Ordos forms the western margin of the Lower Palaeozoic Yellow River Platform, and we group those Archaean cratons as a united North China continent here. Ordos is bordered to its west by the Helanshan and Liupansan Faults which separate it from the Dunhuang–Alexa and Qaidam–Qilian Fault system.

The geology of North China and its adjacent terranes has been well summarised in the book edited by Zhou and Dean (1996). There is a substantial Archaean basement. Following the deposition of widespread Cambrian shallower-water deposits, including evaporites in the centre of the craton, substantial Ordovician rocks were also laid down. Zhou et al. (1989) have mapped the elongate facies belts present in North China from the Arenig to the Ashgill, and the Ordovician seas were generally deeper in the west than on the main Yellow River and Korean platform in the east. The continent must have originally extended further eastwards for a substantial distance during the Palaeozoic by comparison with the present day, as may be deduced from the truncation of the Ordovician facies belts by the Mesozoic Tancheng–Lusun Fault system (Chen et al., in Zhang et al., 2003), and that eastward extension is shown diagrammatically on our reconstructions. The shelf seas over the great majority of the North China area were extensive and shallow, since there are substantial Early Ordovician (Floian to Darriwillian) evaporites in the centre of the craton, as well as several land areas in the north of the continent (Chen et al., in Zhang et al., 2003).

There is also a substantial unconformity between the Upper Ordovician and the Middle to Upper Carboniferous across nearly the whole continent, with 315 Ma (Carboniferous: Bashkirian) bauxites at the base of the unconformity in Shanxi Province (Wang et al., 2010). Those missing rocks make the Silurian to Middle Carboniferous history of the area enigmatic, and since there are no palaeomagnetic data: we simply show the main bulk of North China as land throughout that time, apart from in the marginal Sulinheer and Qaidam–Qilian areas and the Laoling Arc part of the Wundurmiao Collage.

Not all authors have reached the same conclusions on the affinities of the various terrane biotas. For example, Jeong and Lee (2000) reviewed the Late Cambrian conodonts at the species level in the Korean sector of North China. They concluded firstly that Korea formed an integral part of North China; and secondly that there were great similarities between the conodont faunas between the whole of the North China continent and South China during the Cambrian but they demonstrated that the succeeding Ordovician faunas of the two terranes were strikingly different and represented two separate faunal provinces. In contrast, although Choi et al. (2003) also found that the trilobites within the Upper Cambrian rocks in both North and South China were very similar to each
other, they demonstrated that those similarities also continued into the Lower Ordovician, which is the opposite conclusion from that drawn from the conodonts found by Jeong and Lee (2000) in the same rocks.

The eastern (Korean) part of the North China palaeocontinent is termed the Nangnim (or Nanngi)-Pyeonggam (or Kyanggi) Massif, and in the Pyeonggam Basin of North Korea there is an Archaean to Mesoproterozoic basement overlain by shallow marine sediments of Late Early Cambrian to Middle Ordovician age, the Joseon (or Chosen) Supergroup. Choi et al. (2003) described the Late Early Cambrian to Middle Ordovician age, the Joseon (or Chosen) Supergroup in the Taebaek area of east central Korea is termed the Nangnim-Pyeonggam (or Kyanggi) Massif, which has been dated to 510 Ma by Torsvik et al. (2012). See text and Fig. 2 caption for additional information.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (Ma)</th>
<th>South China</th>
<th>North China</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pole latitude</td>
<td>Pole longitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>−53.5</td>
<td>54.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>−51.6</td>
<td>66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>−45.8</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>−39.4</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>−31.2</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>−22.1</td>
<td>61.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>−13.8</td>
<td>57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>−4.8</td>
<td>52.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>46.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>41.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>34.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>−1.8</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>−10.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>−14.4</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>−9.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>39.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>67.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>490</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>61.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>353.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>−26.5</td>
<td>153.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>−18.1</td>
<td>159.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

continued up to the end of the Permian, as reviewed by Cope et al. (2005).

The Solonker (or Suolun or Solon-Linxi or Junggar-Helen) Suture forms the northern boundary of the old North China continent, and was formed when the Hutag-Uul–Songliiao Terrane was accreted to North China, marking the final closure of the Palaeo-Asian Ocean there (Cope et al., 2005). Published opinions differ on the age of that suture; Windley et al. (2007) dated it as Middle or Late Carboniferous, whilst de Jong et al. (2006) and Cope et al. (2005) thought it was of end-Permian age. However, Shen Shuzhong (personal communication, 2012) considers that the closure was oblique, starting at the western end in the Late Carboniferous and not complete in the east until the Middle Permian, and thus we show the opposite sides as having joined each other between our 310 and 280 Ma maps. The lateral extent of the Solonker Suture also varies between publications; for example, de Jong et al. (2006, Fig. 1) show it as extending from southwest Kazakhstan to the Sea of Japan, whilst most authors, for example Sengor and Natalin (1996), do not show it further west than China. Xiao et al. (2010b) considered that the Beishan Collage consisted of three Early to Middle Palaeozoic island arcs which merged during the Late Carboniferous to Permian as a western extension of the Solonker Suture zone: a collage that eventually extended westwards as far as Tarim. However, North China did not accrete to South China along the Qinling–Dabie Suture until Latest Triassic or Jurassic times (Metcalfe, 2006; Liu et al., 2009; Dong et al., 2011).

In Inner Mongolia, China, Jian et al. (2008, 2010) recognised ‘paired orogens’ on the opposite sides of the Solonker Suture Zone. The southern part of the orogen extends westwards into Mongolia, where Badarch et al. (2002) termed it the Sulinheer Terrane, which we use as the name for the whole complex, which we figure as an integral sector of North China from the Silurian onwards. The principal rocks there are metamorphosed Silurian to Devonian metamorphics, including ophiolites, which are intruded by gabbro and granodiorites, which are all overlain by Carboniferous and Permian clastics and limestones whose Permian invertebrate faunas were described by Pavlova et al. (1991). Further Permian and Triassic (271–208 Ma) metamorphism also occurred there. The Ordovician–Silurian Ondor Sum subduction–accretion complex, within which was also included the Ulan Arc and the 490–470 Ma Tulinkai Ophiolite, and which lies adjacent to the Bainaimiao Arc, was described by de Jong et al. (2006) as an eastwards extension of the Sulinheer Terrane within China. Parfenov et al. (2009) also recognised the Bainaimiao Arc (which they termed the Wundumiao Collage), which consists of a subduction zone terrane of Mesoproterozoic to Middle Ordovician age, and also the Laoling Island Arc Terrane of Late Ordovician to Silurian age. The Bainaimiao Arc is largely Ordovician, and includes a 466 Ma Late Ordovician granodiorite and a granite of Early Silurian (430 Ma) age, above which are shallow-water marine deposits with Upper Silurian corals. Jian et al. (2008, 2010) and Wilhem et al. (2012) concluded that the whole area was a typical arc–trench complex, consisting of Ordovician (497–444 Ma) ophiolites and other volcanics, followed by Latest Ordovician and Early Silurian (448–438 Ma) plutonism and subsequent Late Silurian (419–415 Ma) collision with the passive northern margin of the North China continent. The area includes the M1 to M3 units of the Manchurides as defined by Sengor and Natalin (1996) and forms an integral part of North China in our Late Silurian (420 Ma) and subsequent maps.

Between North and South China lies the Qinling (or Qin Lin or Qinling–Dabie–Sulu) orogenic belt, which, although wide, is not large enough to show as a separate unit on our reconstructions. However, the rocks within the belt are varied and include the substantial Songliao terrane, which has been dated to 510 Ma (Middle Cambrian) by Liu et al. (2009). In their reviews, de Jong et al. (2006) and Dong et al. (2011) described arcs there which were volcanically active in the Cambrian and Ordovician, and which accreted to the margin of North China before the intrusion of latest Silurian
to Early Devonian (422–283 Ma) post collisional granites. Hacker et al. (2004) and Xiang et al. (2012) have documented the detailed history of the suture zone, describing how the Erlangping Arc (termed North Qinling by Xiang et al., 2012) was emplaced on to a Qinling microcontinent (termed South Qinling by Xiang et al., 2012) in the Late Ordovician before both units were subducted under the North China plate. The North Qinling area was subsequently intruded by an Andean-style batholith from 440 Ma. After that, the southwestern margin of North China remained largely passive for the rest of the Palaeozoic, although metamorphism continued in the zone between North and South Qinling until the Early Devonian at about 400 Ma. Middle Carboniferous sediments were deposited along that North China margin, and Hacker et al. (2004) described a Late Devonian to Carboniferous accretionary wedge there, indicating some subduction activity nearby.

2.4. Japanese terranes

Although Japan is a much smaller country than many in Asia, it has several terranes with Palaeozoic rocks. Undoubtedly Lower Palaeozoic rocks occur only in the Kitakami (or South Kitakami), Hida and Maizuru terranes, all on Honshu Island, central Japan, and also in the Kurosegawa Terrane on Kyushu Island in southwest Japan, but other terranes include Upper Palaeozoic rocks. Ehiro and Kanisawa (1999) reviewed many publications about Kitakami, and concluded that there is a metamorphosed Cambrian to Middle Ordovician basement which probably represents an accretionary prism and a volcanic island arc including ophiolites and trondjhemites dated at 406 Ma over lain by Late Ordovician sediments (Isozaki, 2011). These were intruded by Late Ordovician (457–440 Ma) granites and unconformably overlain by Middle Silurian and later rocks with corals of Australian and South China affinity, although the associated brachiopods include no terrane-diagnostic forms. There are Lower Devonian calc–alkaline volcanics and Late Devonian (Famennian) brachiopods and plants, unconformably overlain by Lower Carboniferous rocks including Tournaisian shales with ammonoids and Visean limestones with brachiopods. After the Ordovician to Devonian arc activity, the Carboniferous was relatively quiescent until fresh arc activity resumed in the Permian (Tazawa, 2005). The Permian plants are of the Cathaysian Floral Province, and the Middle Permian brachiopods are similar to North China. Deposition extended upwards to the end of the Permian, the Changhsingian, where the deeper-water strata have yielded diagnostic ammonoids, including Cyclolobus, as well as few brachiopods, foraminifers and conodonts (Tazawa, 2001; Shi, 2006). The Hida (or Hida Gaien) Terrane contains Cambrian ophiolites (de Jong et al., 2006), Early to Middle Ordovician sedimentary rocks, some dated at 472 Ma (Isozaki, 2011), and Carboniferous bryozoans and foraminifera, and its rich Permian brachiopod and fusulinid faunas are similar to the Kitakami Terrane as well as those of Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya (Shi, 2006). The Maizuru Terrane is largely an Upper Palaeozoic arc system, but includes within it shales which have yielded Middle Ordovician conodonts and Late Silurian trilobites and radiolarians (Tsukada and Koike, 1997), but those do not show diagnostic biogeographical affinities.

Japanese terranes with Upper Palaeozoic rocks, briefly reviewed by de Jong et al. (2006), are the Kurosegawa Terrane and parts of the Paleo-Ryoke Terrane, although the last is small and heavily metamorphosed. The Kurosegawa Terrane of southwest Japan, reviewed by Metcalfe (2006) and Shi (2006), has been severely modified by subsequent accretionary tectonics, but it consists of Lower Palaeozoic metamorphic rocks above which lie Silurian to Devonian volcanioclastic sediments including carbonate blocks containing Devonian faunas. There are also Permian blocks with volcanics and shallow-marine invertebrate faunas, all of which probably represent a Permian island arc.

Tazawa (2001) reviewed the Middle Permian brachiopod faunas of nine Japanese terranes, and concluded that, since the Maizuru Terrane of central Japan contains only Boreal Province elements such as the productides Anemonaria, Yakovlevia and Kochioproductus, that terrane had been substantially displaced southwards during Early Cretaceous tectonic activity. In contrast, the other Japanese terranes (including South Kitakami, Akiyoshi and Mino) have yielded either Tethyan Province or a mixture of Boreal and Tethyan faunas of Permian age. Shi (2006) concluded that the Permian rocks of the Akiyoshi Terrane (of which he considered the Maizuru Terrane a part) were probably originally formed from an amalgamation of ancient oceanic sea mounts. Because the tectonics affecting Japan have been so great since the Palaeozoic, it is not possible to define the Japanese terranes individually on our palaeogeographical reconstructions; however, Shi (2006, Fig. 5) placed the Akiyoshi and Maizuru terranes offboard from South China, and the others further to the north, off North China, in the Middle Permian. In contrast, we accept the conclusions published by various authors, originally by Otoh et al. (1999) and reviewed by Isozaki et al. (2010), that the Palaeozoic rocks found today in Japan were deposited as accretionary prisms and island arcs off the Cathaysian margin of South China, and so we show them diagrammatically there in an active arc setting. Although there might have been more than one arc, we depict them here as a single arc (with associated islands) which was active throughout the Palaeozoic, apart from much of the Carboniferous, when the arc appears to have been quiescent.

2.5. Hutag Uul–Songliao Terrane

The substantial triangular area straddling the northeastern Chinese, southeastern Russian and Mongolian borders has no agreed composite geographical name but it is made up of several tectonic units, which we recognise as the Hutag Uul–Songliao Terrane, and the Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya microcontinent. Unfortunately the area is much tectonised in places, and most of the Palaeozoic and earlier rocks are obscured by Mesozoic volcanics and Mesozoic to Cenozoic sediments (Zonenshain et al., 1990; Wilde et al., 2010). The north of this region is bounded by peri-Siberia (Cocks and Torsvik, 2007), represented there by the Xiguitu–Tayuan Suture Zone. To the south of the units is the northern boundary of the North China Continent, the Solonker Suture Zone.

The Songliao (or Songhuajiang) Terrane is separated from the Greater Hinggan Massif to its north by the Hegenshan–Heihe Fault Zone, the northeastern extension of the Main Mongolian lineament of Badarch et al. (2002). In China, Wu et al. (2011) divided the area between a large triangular Songliao Terrane and a smaller Liaoyuan Terrane: the latter is subparallel to North China and incorporates the orogenic belt to the north of the Solonker Suture, but we have combined the two on our diagrams. Today’s Songliao Massif has a large Mesozoic and later sedimentary basin with no Palaeozoic outcrops, but drill cores there have revealed weakly metamorphosed Palaeozoic sediments and granites, some including Palaeoproterozoic zircons. Chen et al. (2010) termed this Precambrian core the Songjiangiang Oldland. Wu et al. (2011) identified and dated 282 granites from the combined terrane, of which the great majority are of Permian or later ages; however, there are also three Cambrian (508–492 Ma), three Ordovician (477 to 447 Ma) and seven Carboniferous (361–314 Ma) intrusions there. In the Da Hinggan Ling area there was an Early Devonian (Pragian) marine transgression which reached its widest extent during the Emsian; however, there was a subsequent regression, so that the area was land again by the end of the Devonian (Su, 1988).

In Inner Mongolia, China, the southern margin of the Hutag Uul–Songliao Terrane is bounded by the northern orogen of the Solonker Suture Zone (Jian et al., 2008, 2010), and consists of the Baohdao arc–accretion complex, which includes Late Cambrian to Ordovician (498–461 Ma) near trench plutons and juvenile arc crust followed by Early Silurian (440–434 Ma) ridge subduction and subsequent microcontinent accretion. Jian et al. (2010) recognised the Baohdao
unit as an eastern extension of the Hutag Uul Terrane as defined by Badarch et al. (2002; their Unit 42) in Mongolia. The latter terrane consists of Precambrian basement unconformably overlain by volcanics and carbonates of Devonian age which are in turn overlain by Upper Carboniferous volcanics. Thus we show Hutag Uul and Songlia combined as a single terrane from our Late Silurian (420 Ma) map onwards.

In Mongolia, Badarch et al. (2002) also defined the Enshoo Terrane (their Unit 41) which consists of metamorphosed Late Silurian and Devonian rocks which are overlain by a Late Devonian volcanic island arc and shelf limestones and by Upper Carboniferous to Permian carbonates, some of which have yielded colder-water foraminifera, including Monodixodina. They are all intruded by Late Carboniferous granites and Permian andesites. Badarch et al. (2002) identified Enshoo as a western extension of the Hegenshan Zone of Inner Mongolia, China, although Wilhem et al. (2012) linked it with the adjacent Nuhedtavaa Terrane (Section 4.5). The Hegenshan Zone is an eastward-extending ophiolitic-arc-accretionary complex which appears to be of comparable ages to Enshoo, and we include them both within the Hutag Uul–Songlia Terrane.

2.6. Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya microcontinent

To the east of the Songlia Terrane, and separated from it by the Mudanjiang Fault Zone, are the Bureya and Khanka areas. Between those two lies the Jiamusu [or Jiamusi] Massif, which Ren et al. (1999) grouped with Bureya. Zonenshain et al. (1990, p. 112) showed two substantial Precambrian blocks between the Kirin and Sikhote–Alin areas, the Bureya Massif and the Khankai (or Khanka or Xingkai of other authors) Massif. What Cocks and Torsvik (2007) also termed the Khingan–Bureya Terrane was then schematically depicted just outside the Mongolia–Okhotsk area of the Siberian part of Pangea in the latest Permian. The Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya microcontinent includes units M4 (Jiamusi) and M5 (Lesser Hingan) within the ‘Manchurides’ of Sengor and Natalin (1996).

Zhou et al. (2010) demonstrated that the Khanka Massif and Jiamusui Massif, although considered as separate terranes by some authors, have the same Neoproterozoic zircon signatures as each other and thus have been united since then. The Jiamusi block consists of Neoproterozoic granulites intruded by Early Cambrian granitoids, all metamorphosed in the Late Cambrian (at about 500 Ma), some undeformed Permian granitoids, and the Heilongjiang Complex, which was thought to be of Palaeozoic age by various authors but is now known to be Triassic (Zhou et al., 2010). We assume here that the entire Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya area formed a single microcontinent during most of the Palaeozoic, although de Jong et al. (2006) considered that Khanka alone was made up of four separate terranes in the Ordovician which amalgamated during the Silurian. The basement of the Khanka Massif may include some Proterozoic rocks, but is also largely composed of Lower Palaeozoic and later granitoids (Wilde et al., 2003), with subsequent Late Cambrian (approximately 500 Ma) high grade metamorphism. Wu et al. (2011) recorded 16 granites from the Jiamusui Massif within China, of which eleven were Cambrian and five Permian in age. There are marine Early Cambrian fossils with archaeocyathids (Astakhin et al., 1995). Zhou et al. (2007), who termed the whole area the Hinggan region, identified fossiliferous Ordovician rocks in only two places, Ergun Hinggan and Yichun; however, the region is only within the maps in this paper from the Late Silurian (420 Ma) onwards. In addition, Khanka, Jiamusui and Bureya all include similar Devonian and Lower Carboniferous continental rift-related volcanics and sedimentary rocks, some yielding brachiopods (Hamada, 1971), although there were no plutonic intrusions there in those times.

In the Russian sector to the north, there is a Palaeozoic and Mesozoic cover of clastic, carbonate and volcanic rocks overlying the Neoproterozoic, and it is intruded by a Middle Ordovician (Dapingian) syenite dated at 471 Ma (Zonenshain et al., 1990, p. 112). Shi (2006) reviewed the rich succession of Permian rocks in the South Primorye area near Vladivostock, Russia, which include Early Permian volcanics and interbedded floral assemblages overlain by intercalated terrestrial rocks interspersed with occasional marine horizons with Middle Permian (Kungurian) brachiopods. Those beds are in turn succeeded by marine rocks with more brachiopods and fusulinid foraminifera which continue on upwards into the Late Permian strata, which are mostly of definite Wuchiapingian age but probably also include some representing the succeeding last stage of the Permian, the Changhsingian.

From the analysis of zircons, Han et al. (2011) concluded that Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya originally formed parts of the Tarim palaeocontinent, but left it in the Neoproterozoic at about 800 Ma. However, even if that were true, Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya and Tarim appear to have been some distance apart by the beginning of the Cambrian. Dacheng et al. (2004) documented the accretion of the Khanka Terrane to North China in the Late Permian and Early Triassic. From diverse ages and provenances of zircons, Zhou et al. (2010) concluded that the Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya microcontinent Assemblage could have been originally derived from either Siberia or Gondwana, but was not originally related to either North China or South China in the Lower Palaeozoic; however, it is not within the area of our Lower Palaeozoic maps and its positions then are quite unclear. The Early Permian floras of Dunly River and Cape Oburcheva, both in South Primorye (Fig. 22), are of Angaran, rather than Cathaysian or Gondwanan composition (Tashi and Burago, 1974; Zimina, 1977). Parfenov et al. (2009) concluded that what they termed the Bureya–Jiamusi Superterrane accreted to North China in the Late Permian and to Siberia in the Late Jurassic. However, other authors, including Metcalfe (2011b) and Shi (2006) show more or less continuous land between North China and Siberia, including Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya, as having developed before the Late Permian, and the topic is discussed further in Section 15.3 below.

3. Central Asian terranes

Today’s Kazakhstan and adjacent areas extending eastwards into western China and southwestern Mongolia are made up of many Palaeozoic terranes in the CAOB, apart from the northeastern area of Kazakhstan, which was part of peri-Siberia. The terranes were largely independent in the Lower Palaeozoic, but those in the west had gradually merged to form the Kazakhstania continent by the Upper Palaeozoic. That Tarim itself was an independent and substantial continent during the Neoproterozoic and Palaeozoic is agreed by most modern authors, but there is less agreement on the adjacent Ala Shan, Qaidam–Qilian and Kunlun terranes; but, since they are composite, that disagreement is unsurprising. Because the Palaeoasian Ocean was so large in the Palaeozoic, Kazakhstania and most of the central Asian terranes are outside the palaеogeographical maps presented in this paper, and are thus only briefly summarised here. However, the eastern ends of the Atasu–Zhamshí and the South Tien Shan terranes today are within Fig. 1, to the north and south of Junggar respectively. The geographical Tien (or Tian) Shan Mountains today are made up of several different Palaeozoic terranes divided by approximately east–west trending major thrust faults, chiefly of Late Carboniferous to Permian age, and many of which also have a substantial strike-slip component. The term ‘Tien Shan’ has been used in many varied ways for differing Palaeozoic tectonic units.

3.1. Tarim and South Tien Shan

Tarim is mostly within China and includes most of the Taklimakan Desert, which has the Tien Shan Mountains to its north and the Kunlun Mountains to its south. Its geology was summarised in Zhou and Chen (1992), Zhou and Dean (1996), Carroll et al. (2001), and Daukeev et al. (2002). The surface rocks in the centre of Tarim are Cenozoic, although boreholes there have penetrated to the Palaeozoic.
The northern part of Tarim is an old craton and includes Archaean (over 3.2 Ga) to Lower Cambrian rocks (Xiao et al., 2008), over which lie dominantly carbonate Cambrian and Ordovician sequences. A Late Ordovician and Early Silurian rapid subsidence was suggested by Carroll et al. (2001), and Latest Silurian to earliest Carboniferous rocks are absent on the craton, which was therefore presumably land then. Pirajno et al. (2008) described the extensive Permian volcanics. Today's northern margin of Tarim was passive for most of the Palaeozoic (Xiao et al., 2008).

Zhou et al. (1998b) described a Middle Ordovician (Darrwilian) trilobite fauna from Tarim and noted that 89% of the species there are also known from South China. Zhou et al. (2001b) listed a variety of Silurian to Late Carboniferous fossils from that northern margin, including very diverse Early and Middle Carboniferous brachiopod and coral faunas. Biske et al. (2003) recorded Late Devonian (Famennian) to Upper Carboniferous ( Bashkirian) carbonate and clastic sediments. Those are followed upwards by flysch sedimentation during the subduction of Tarim under the active southern margin of Kazakhstan, which began in the Middle Carboniferous and ended in the Late Carboniferous at some time after 310 Ma (Windley et al., 2007). In contrast, the southern margin of Tarim was very tectonically active, and there was an Andean-type active margin there, starting in the Early to Middle Ordovician with progressive accretion of island arcs (de Jong et al., 2006) and ending with a Triassic (214 Ma) granite stitching Tarim and Kunlun. The southeastern boundary of Tarim is the Kun Lun Suture at the Altyn Tagh Fault Zone, a substantial strike-slip fault which divides Tarim from the Qaidam, Kunlun and Ala Shan terranes, and whose lateral displacement was over 400 km (Yang et al., 2001).

As reviewed by Rojas-Agramonte et al. (2011), the origins of Tarim are much disputed, with different authors suggesting that it was derived from various sectors of the Gondwanan margin at very different times varying from the Middle Proterozoic up to the Cambrian; and the rather sparse palaeomagnetic evidence is mixed and not definitive. Wilhem et al. (2012) show it as united with North China from Ordovician times to beyond the close of the Palaeozoic. However, as we show on Figs. 3 and 4, Tarim does not seem to have been close to Gondwana at 510 Ma, at the start of the Upper Cambrian. Tarim is within our reconstructions from the Middle Cambrian to the Early Devonian, after which it lays outside the area further to the west. We conclude that it was more probably separate from North China than united with it.

South Tien Shan is another elongate terrane unit (termed the Central Tien Shan microcontinent by Wilhem et al., 2012) which stretches eastwards into northwestern China. It fringes Tarim to the latter's north, and the two units are separated by the South Tianshan Suture Zone (Qian et al., 2009). Between Junggar and Tarim it is the same as the Central Tien Shan Terrane of Zhou et al. (2001a) and Wang et al. (2007), and in northwest China includes the Narat Terrane of Zhou and Dean (1996). The Tien Shan Range to the north of Tarim is mostly made up of a complex series of nappes formed after the closure of the Turkestan Ocean between Tarim and Kazakhstan in the Middle Carboniferous (Burtman, 2008; Xiao et al., 2010a), and the nappes include a variety of Cambrian to Late Carboniferous fossils itemized by Zhou et al. (2001a, 2001b). In particular, the Lower Ordovician trilobites recorded mostly indicate deposition under deeper-water, but the list includes Neochedina and Inkouia, both of which are otherwise considered as endemic to North and South China. The lower nappes (which include the central Tien Shan unit of Zhou et al., 2001a) were originally parts of the passive northern margin of Tarim, which was subducted. The upper nappes formed as an accretionary prism at the margin of Kazakhstan and were obducted over Tarim. However, both Tarim and South Tien Shan lay off the west of our map areas from Devonian times onwards, and, since its detailed substance and configuration are unknown, South Tien Shan is not identified separately within the Tarim Terrane area on the Lower Palaeozoic reconstructions (Figs. 3–12).

3.2. Junggar

The Junggar Basin lies to the north of the Tarim Basin, and is a relatively small composite terrane which was welded to Tarim in the Devonian and Carboniferous (Charvet et al., 2007). Western Junggar is made up of several terranes which were originally separate at different times in the Palaeozoic (Buckman and Aitchison, 2004). Although Zhou and Dean (1996) and Li (2006), thought that Junggar's basement is of Precambrian age, Zhou et al. (2001a: their north Tian Shan area) and Xiao et al. (2008, 2009b) all concluded that there is no Precambrian, and that Junggar is an aggregation of Cambrian to Permian volcanic arcs, accretionary prisms and segments of obducted ocean floor, all intruded by later granites. The Ordovician (Darrwilian and later) rocks there consist of deeper-water shelf sediments with some Katian volcanics. Devonian volcanic rocks, including ignimbrites, were intermittently laid down from the Lochkovian to the Famennian with associated Lower Devonian shallow water sediments, and there are also strata of deeper-water origins of Frasian and Famennian ages which host the conodonts and radiolarians listed by Zhou et al. (2001a). The Permian is largely terrestrial, with many interspersed volcanics, apart from a brief shallow-marine carbonate incursion during the Late Kungurian (Daukeev et al., 2002). Zhou et al. (2001b) concluded that Tarim (what they termed ‘Central Tien Shan’) and Junggar had amalgamated before the latest Carboniferous, whilst Xiao et al. (2008) thought that Tarim did not join the others until the end of the Permian. Wang et al. (2011) demonstrated that the Devonian Japanese-style Chinese Altai Arc accreted to the Mariana-style East Junggar Arc with subduction-accretion along the Erqis Fault Zone from the Middle Devonian to the Late Carboniferous. Shen et al. (2011) recognised two distinct groups of A-type granites in the Altay Range to the east of the Junggar Basin, the first Late Devonian (382–367 Ma), and the second Late Carboniferous to Early Permian (308–291 Ma). However, our maps only include Tarim up to Early Devonian times, after which it lay outside them to the west of their areas, and thus its union with Junggar was too late to be shown on them.

3.3. Qaidam–Qilian

The Qaidam (or Chaidam) Block lies to the southeast of Tarim and south of Ala Shan, and northwest of it lies the Qilian area. Both Qaidam and Qilian display a variety of independent Palaeozoic units, but we combine the two units here and recognise a composite Qilian–Qaidam Terrane. Qaidam includes (1) the Cambrian to Early Ordovician Hexi Corridor, a continental slope, (2) the North Qilian Belt of Middle Cambrian and Ordovician ophiolites, intra-continental volcanics and olistostromes, and shallow-water clastics and carbonates with a North China trilobite fauna (Zhou and Dean, 1996); (3) the South Qilian–Laji (or Quanji) Block, a Proterozoic crustal fragment with overlying Palaeozoic to Mesozoic sedimentary rocks at the boundary between the Qilian orogenic belt and North Qaidam, (4), the Qaidam Massif, which includes the Oلونbulag District, with Cambrian and Early Ordovician carbonates, again with North Chinese Province trilobites, unconformably overlain by Cenozoic deposits, and (5), the poorly exposed Qimantag belt, which includes Lower Palaeozoic clastic and volcanic rocks. A possible eastward extension of the Qaidam–Qilian complex is the small Wudang Block shown to the south of North China by Chen et al. (2010, Fig. 3).

Zhang et al. (2009) and Song et al. (2009a, 2009b) described intense Late Cambrian and early Ordovician metamorphic activity in Qaidam, with eclogites dated as peaking between 504 and 480 Ma: activity which continued in North Qaidam until the Early Silurian (431 Ma). There are also Lower Silurian (428 Ma) granites, and Carboniferous (Tournaisian and Visean) shallow-water marine rocks, some with rich faunas of corals and brachiopods (Chen et al., 2003). There are no marine
rocks between the Early Ordovician and the Early Carboniferous, although in the Qaidam Basin there are continental Early Devonian molasse deposits. The Carboniferous was generally quieter there, with marine clastics and carbonates deposited over much of the terrane. However, Ruan and Liaio (in Zhou and Dean, 1996) reported rifting from Late Devonian times onwards which continued through the Carboniferous to form the boundary between the South and Middle Qilian Mountains to the north and the Qaidam and West Qinlin Mountains to the south.

Zhou and Dean (1996) and Xiao et al. (2009a) distinguished North, Central and South divisions within Qilian, of which only the Central and South units had Precambrian basements, but all of which included separate volcanic island arcs from the Late Cambrian to the Early Silurian. Those units merged with each other in the Late Silurian and subsequently with the Alax Block in the Ala Shan Terrane in the Late Devonian from 380 to 360 Ma (Frasnian and Famennian) as part of the same series of tectonic events in which Ala Shan accreted to Qaidam.

Yin et al. (2007) reviewed several models for Qaidam–Qilian, and concluded that there was a Neoproterozoic Kunlun–Qaidam microcontinent with passive margins until about 520 Ma (Middle Cambrian) after which south-dipping subduction of the Qilian oceanic...
plate started, together with the development of a Qilian volcanic arc. That subduction continued until the Early Devonian (410 to 375 Ma), when collision of the Qilian arc and North China occurred, associated with obduction of the Qilian Melange Complex over the passive margin of North China (Song et al., 2009a, 2009b). Yan et al. (2010) described the Early Silurian to Middle Devonian phase in which Silurian clastics were deposited in the forearc basin landward of the accretionary wedge which eventually collided with North China. After that there was a tectonic pause until the Triassic. We show Qaidam–Qilian as represented by island arcs near North China on our Cambrian (510 Ma) to Early Devonian (400 Ma) maps, after which a segment of it is shown diagrammatically as forming the southwestern part of the North China Terrane Assemblage until the end of the Palaeozoic.

3.4. Kunlun

The very elongate Kunlun area lies between Tarim and Qaidam–Qilian to its north and the Qiantang Terrane of Tibet, the latter forming part of core Gondwana until the Neotethys Ocean opened in the Permian. Within the composite Kunlun Terrane we include the Songpan–Ganze Belt (or Song Gan or Songpan–Ganzi–Hou Xil Terrane) and also the Qamdo–Simao Terrane of some authors (e.g. Metcalfe, 2006). The Qamdo–Simao sector of Kunlun accreted to peri-Gondwana (Qiangtang) along the Lancangjiang Suture in the Early Triassic (Metcalfe, 2006; Chen et al., 2010).

Xiao et al. (2002) described the history around arc–ophiolite obduction in the West Kunlun Range (on the northern periphery of
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the Tibet Plateau) on to the Tarim continent. The turbidites there contained both Late Ordovician to Early Silurian and also Late Devonian to Early Carboniferous radiolarians, representing old ocean floor. The whole Kunlun Belt consists of the remnants of Carboniferous to Triassic island arcs superimposed on Lower Palaeozoic arcs, largely of Ordovician age (490–450 Ma), into which Middle Devonian (389–384 Ma) batholiths were intruded (de Jong et al., 2006), all of which were eventually accreted to the southern margin of Tarim.

Daukeev et al. (2002) provided sections through the Carboniferous rocks of the East Kunlun and Muztag areas. However, in the Chinese sector of northeast Kunlun, only Ordovician fossils are securely dated (Zhou and Dean, 1996).

In the east there is Proterozoic basement which is apparently similar to the basement rocks of the Qaidam block, and Metcalfe (2006) concluded that Kunlun may represent an accretionary wedge on the southern margin of Qaidam. Daukeev et al. (2002)
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**Fig. 5.** Distribution of major tectonic units in the Early Ordovician (Late Tremadocian) at 480 Ma. The present-day outlines of lands and seas are shown on each continent to aid recognition, although some did not exist in the Cambrian, for example, today’s western area of Annamia. Af, Afghan Terrane; BA, Bainaimiao Arc; JA, Japanese arcs; K, arcs now in the Kunlun Terrane; Lh, Lhasa Terrane; NG, New Guinea; PGZ (and thinner red lines), plume generation zone; Qi, arcs now in the Qaidam–Qilian Terrane; Qt, Qiangtang Terrane. Thicker red lines are subduction zones.
provided a section in which Lower Cambrian ignimbrites overlie Vendian rocks and are succeeded by Middle Cambrian deeper-water shelf sediments and Upper Cambrian shallower-water marine sediments; and another for the Carboniferous of the Muztag area, in which Carboniferous (Upper Visean to Kazimovian) shallow-water marine sediments unconformably overlie Middle Silurian rocks and are succeeded by Latest Carboniferous (Gzhelian) sandstones of deeper-water origin. Although Kunlun occupies a substantial area on Fig. 1, the terrane is not shown as a separate entity on our maps; for example, its accretion did not appear to have taken place until after Tarim had moved outside the area of our reconstructions in the Middle Devonian. However, it is represented by an arc shown on today’s southern margin of Tarim in our Lower Palaeozoic maps.

![Fig. 6. Palaeogeography in the Early Ordovician (Late Tremadocian) at 480 Ma. The present-day outlines of lands and seas are shown on each continent to aid recognition, although some did not exist in the Ordovician, for example, today’s western area of Annamia. Thicker red lines are subduction zones. Also shown are the sites of two slightly later (Floian–Dapingian) brachiopods, the equatorial plectambonitoid Spanodonta, and the more temperate pentameride Yangzteella. Thinner red lines and PGZ, plume generation zones.](image-url)
3.5. Ala Shan

This composite terrane spans the China–Mongolia border, and of all the many disparate units considered in this paper, it is the most heterogeneous. The parts within China, termed Badainjaria by Rong et al. (2003), are interpreted differently: e.g. Xiao et al. (2009a) included it within North China, and Metcalfe (2006) showed a smaller area than here (Fig. 1). We include within Ala Shan the Beishan and Liuyan Terranes as well as the Dunhuang and Alax (or Dunhuang–Alexa) Massifs and Altun Faulted Block, all described by Zhou and Dean (1996) and Xiao et al. (2010b). In its northern sector we include the Hanshan microcontinent of Beishan and the Dongqiishan Arc of Yue et al. (2001): the latter represents a Cambrian to Middle Ordovician passive continental margin yielding trilobites and nautioids of general Chinese affinity overlain by Latest Ordovician to Middle Permian volcanic arc rocks and associated sediments and fossils before the deposition of Middle Permian and later rocks with plants of Cathaysian affinity. The sinistral Altyn Tagh Fault, between Tarim and the Dunhuang sector of Ala Shan to its north and Kunlun and Qaidam–Qilian to its south, has a displacement estimated at over 400 km (Song et al., 2009a, 2009b). The area within Inner Mongolia includes Early Devonian (Emsian) brachiopods of which five of the 15 genera present are endemic (Rong and Zhang, 1994). We follow Xiao et al. (2009a) in including the Alax (or Alxa) Massif within Ala Shan rather than North China. Alax includes Archaean and Proterozoic rocks (Wang et al., 2007; Song et al., 2009a, 2009b) and Cambrian to Middle Ordovician rocks are exposed in the Dunhuang, Hanshan and Yagan areas. Zhang et al. (2011a) analysed the zircons from Middle Ordovician turbidites in the Alax Massif and concluded that they were deposited in a foreland basin peripheral to the North Qilian Block and that those zircons were derived from the Alax Massif, the North Qilian Block and the Dunhuang Massif, but not the North China palaeocontinent; and thus the Alax Massif and the Ordos Massif of North China did not unite until some time after the Ordovician. This contrasts with the conclusion of Wilhem et al. (2012), who suggested that Tarim, Beishan and North China were united, and shared a continuous passive northern margin in the Cambrian and Ordovician. We also place the Eastern Tien Shan Arc of various authors within Ala Shan.

Within Mongolia, we include within Ala Shan the Atasbogd, Hashaat and Tsagaan Uul terranes (Units 37 to 39 of Badarch et al., 2002), and also the Devonian and Carboniferous Dananhu volcanic island arc rocks which surround the largely Cenozoic Tuha (or Tur-Ha, Turfan or Turpan-Hami) Basin, although Pirajno et al. (2008) recognised an independent Palaeozoic Turpan Terrane immediately to the southeast of Junggar and northeast of Tarim there. Tu-Ha was described by Zhang et al. (2008), who concluded that collision between South Tien Shan, Junggar and Tarim occurred progressively during the Latest Carboniferous to Early Permian, between 300 and 280 Ma. Wartes et al. (2002) described the various post-collisional non-marine sediments

Fig. 7. Distribution of major tectonic units in the Late Ordovician (Sandbian; Early Caradoc) at 460 Ma. Af, Afghan Terrane; BA, Bainaimiao Arc; JA, Japanese arcs; K, arcs now in the Kunlun Terrane; PGZ (and thinner red lines), plume generation zone; Qi, arcs now in the Qaidam–Qilian Terrane; Qt, Qiangtang Terrane. Thicker red lines are subduction zones.
and their contained spores and macrofloras collected in Tu-Ha, from which they deduced changes in the configurations of the various basins, many changed through contemporaneous faulting: they also documented the numerous Permian volcanic flows. There is a Late Devonian stitching pluton between Ala Shan and Qilian dated at about 370 Ma (Xiao et al., 2009a). Ala Shan did not merge with Qilian and Tarim until after Tarim had moved outside the western margin of our maps; however, even if our maps had covered that area, Ala Shan would not be depicted as an integral block, but as a series of disparate microcontinents and island arcs throughout the Palaeozoic.

3.6. Gurvansayhan

The Gurvansayhan Terrane accreted to part of Ala Shan in the Late Permian at about 260 Ma and to the Gobi Altai–Mandalovoo terranes of peri-Siberia at about the same time, and it seems logical to place both Gurvansayhan and Ala Shan within the eastern sector of the ‘Kazakh terranes’ group, which is also a further reason for rejecting the hypothesis that the Axa Block in the east of Ala Shan was part of the North China Craton, as postulated by some authors (e.g. Xiao et al., 2009a). Badarch et al. (2002) defined and described the Gurvansayhan Terrane (their Unit 35), which occupies a broad belt within south-central Mongolia, which we have combined with the Edren Terrane (their Unit 32) in a similar structural position into a more loosely-defined Gurvansayhan Terrane. Gurvansayhan (or Gurvansaikhan of Batkhishig et al., 2010) represents two or more island arcs, whose rocks commence with a Late Cambrian ophiolite, above which there are a great variety of lithologies, including Ordovician to Silurian greenschist facies, Upper Silurian to Lower Devonian radiolarian cherts and tholeiitic pillow basalts, and Middle Devonian to Lower Carboniferous volcaniclastic rocks, and Late Devonian (Frasnian) cherts. One of the arcs, the Yuanbaoshan Arc, was reviewed by Yue et al. (2001), who described Middle Ordovician and Silurian volcanic arcs overlying Cambrian to lower Ordovician sediments deposited on a passive continental margin, although which continent or microcontinent is uncertain. After fossiliferous Devonian backarc basin sediments were laid down, volcanism resumed in the Carboniferous and earlier Permian before the area became entirely continental from then on into the Mesozoic. The structure is complex, with many imbricate thrust sheets, and it appears to have accreted to many of its adjacent terranes in the Late Carboniferous, although it did not accrete to the Northeast China–Primorye Terrane Assemblage (placed here within Ala Shan) to its south until the Permian (Jian et al., 2008). Batkhishig et al. (2010) dated the Shuteen Complex island arc andesites at 336 Ma and subsequent associated granites at 321 Ma, both Middle Carboniferous. Westwards from the restricted Gurvansayhan Terrane, the Edren Terrane consists of a metamorphosed Devonian island arc, made up
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**Fig. 8.** Palaeogeography in the Late Ordovician (Sandbian; Early Caradoc) at 460 Ma. The present-day outlines of lands and seas are shown on each continent to aid recognition, although some did not exist in the Ordovician, for example, today’s western area of Annamia. Thicker red lines are subduction zones. Thinner red lines and PGZ, plume generation zones.
of clastics with minor cherts interbedded with volcanic rocks succeeded by Carboniferous sedimentary rocks, all intruded by Permian alkaline granites (Badarch et al., 2002). Gurvansayhan lay outside our map reconstruction areas somewhere between North China and peri-Siberia; however, the fact that it has yielded Late Carboniferous floras of Angaran affinity (Yue et al., 2001) indicates that it was probably nearer Siberia than North China.

4. Northeastern Gondwana and Siberia

Gondwana was by far the largest continent, which we term a superterrane (although it has often been called a supercontinent) in the Lower Palaeozoic, and its northeastern and eastern margins form the southern sector of the area. It included India, West Burma, the Tibetan terranes, Sibumasu, Annamia, and East Malaya at various times. West Burma, seen to the west of Sibumasu in Fig. 1, and separated from it by the Mesozoic Shan Boundary Fault, was originally part of Antarctic Gondwana. It rifted from core Gondwana in the Late Triassic and accreted to Sibumasu in the Late Jurassic or Early Cretaceous (Cai and Zhang, 2009), and is not considered further here.

4.1. The Himalaya and the Tibetan terranes

The Tibetan terranes of Qiangtang and Lhasa were integral parts of the margin of northeastern Gondwana for nearly all of the Palaeozoic (as shown within some of the southern parts of our reconstructions) until they rifted from Gondwana in the opening of the Neotethys Ocean during the Permian. Despite the assertion of some authors, for example de Jong et al. (2006), that the margin was active throughout the Lower Palaeozoic, the northeastern Gondwana margin (including the Himalaya) seems to have been passive from the Late Neoproterozoic until beyond the close of the Palaeozoic. That passivity was only interrupted by a Late Cambrian to Early Ordovician tectonic event, including the intrusion of some Late Cambrian granites, in the eastern Himalaya, as reviewed by Yin (2006). That event was of uncertain cause, although Cawood et al. (2007) has suggested that it might represent the accretion of putative ribbon-like microcontinents, possibly represented by the later Lhasa or Qiantang terranes. Harper et al. (2011) documented shallow shelf brachiopods and other fossils of Middle Ordovician (Darriwilian) age demonstrating the presence of low latitude faunas in Tibet near Mount Everest which were deposited well south of the area which subsequently became the Tibetan terranes. However, rifting preceded the opening of the Neotethys Ocean in the earliest Devonian, and, after a period of relative quiescence, the Neotethys Ocean opened during the Permian (Metcalfe, 2011a).

Palaeozoic outcrops are scattered, but in the eastern Himalaya there are two substantial Palaeozoic areas, Xainza and Nyalam. Chen et al. (2010) noted thick shallow-water carbonates through the Ordovician in Xainza and Katian carbonates succeeded by Late Ordovician (Hirnantian) and Early Silurian graptolitic shales in Nyalam, both unconformable on a Precambrian basement. However, in other sites near Nyalam there are Lower and Middle Cambrian rocks, many bearing trilobites (Myrow et al., 2008). The Silurian shales are succeeded by deeper-water limestones with nautiloids and some brachiopods which continue up into the Devonian (Rong et al., 2003). Middle

![Fig. 9. Distribution of major tectonic units in the Early Silurian (Llandovery: Rhuddanian) at 440 Ma. JA, Japanese arcs; K, arcs now in the Kunlun Terrane; Lh, Lhasa Terrane; NG, New Guinea; Qi, arcs now in the Qaidam–Qilian Terrane; Qt, Qiangtang Terrane; Sul, Sulinheer. Red lines are subduction zones.](image-url)
Devonian (Givetian) limestones with the distinctive brachiopod Stringocephalus and others are followed by Late Devonian (Frasnian and Famennian) shallow-water deposits (Liao and Ruan in Zhang et al., 2003). Reasonably complete and largely carbonate Carboniferous strata occur in both Xainza and Nyalam, and Permian successions in Nyalam and Rutog, are also recorded in Zhang et al. (2003), including volcanic rocks signalling the opening of the Neotethys Ocean. Lhasa and Qiantang appear to have been united throughout the Palaeozoic: however, having left Gondwana in the Permian, the two terranes separated in the Late Triassic but were reunited in the Early Cretaceous. It is noticeable that the Tibetan Terranes and Sibumasu left Gondwana at the same general time when the Neotethys Ocean opened, and thus various authors, such as Sengor and Natalin (1996), termed them, together with other units further west, the Cimmeria continent. Thus it is possible (but not definitely proven) that Sibumasu and the Tibetan terranes were linked as a single terrane during the Mesozoic and Tertiary: e.g., Metcalfe (2006) also shows them as united throughout the Palaeozoic.

4.2. East Malaya

The western Malaysian Peninsula is divided by the north–south trending Bentong–Raub Suture between Sibumasu to the west and the East Malaya Terrane to the east (Metcalfe, 1988, 2006). A Proterozoic basement is overlain by Silurian and Devonian deepwater sediments with radiolarian cherts (and no terrane-diagnostic faunas) which pass up in to shallow marine volcanoclastics and limestones of Carboniferous to Triassic age. Because of the intervening South China Sea and Gulf of Thailand, it is uncertain whether or not East Malaya was a separate Palaeozoic terrane or microcontinent or whether it was a southern extension of Annamia as postulated by Metcalfe (2006), who concluded that it left Gondwana with Annamia in the opening of the Palaeotethys Ocean in the Lower Devonian. It is not shown on our maps. The Bentong–Raub Suture represents the closure between East Malaya and Sibumasu in the Early Triassic.

4.3. Sibumasu

Sibumasu (often termed the Shan–Thai Block), is an elongate terrane today stretching from northeast Burma, through Thailand and western Malaysia to Indonesia (Sumatra), and it has very varied geology reviewed by, among others, Hutchison (1996) and Ridd et al. (2011). It was discussed by Torsvik and Cocks (2009), where we reversed our previous belief (Cocks and Torsvik, 2002) that it was an independent terrane or microcontinent during most of the Palaeozoic; and we now follow various authors, for example Metcalfe (2006), who considered Sibumasu to have been an integral part of the main Gondwana superterrane until the opening of the Neotethys Ocean in the Early Permian. Ridd (2009) documented the initial rifting in the pre-Middle Permian Kaeng Krachan Group of Thailand to form what he termed the Phuket Terrane. Sibumasu subsequently accreted to Annamia during the final closure of the Palaeotethys Ocean in the Middle to Late Triassic along the Inthanon Suture Zone, within which are seen Carboniferous and Permian limestones deposited on sea mounts and Permain basalts, all representing an oceanic environment (Sone and Metcalfe, 2008). Sibumasu was much distorted by the intrusion of substantial Permo-Triassic granites, which, together with its later partial subduction below Annamia in the Triassic (Sone and Metcalfe, 2008), makes its outline on our Palaeozoic reconstructions particularly arbitrary.

**Fig. 10.** Palaeogeography in the Early Silurian (Llandovery: Rhuddanian) at 440 Ma. The present-day outlines of lands and seas are shown on each continent to aid recognition, although some did not exist in the Early Silurian, for example, today’s western area of Annamia. Red lines are subduction zones.
Also included within Sibumasu is the fault-bounded Baoshan Block of Wang et al. (2001), which is located in southwestern China and Burma at around 99° E and 24° N, and which contains Upper Devonian nodular limestones, which are unconformably overlain by Lower Carboniferous (Tournaisian to Serpukhovian) warm-water carbonates with corals and brachiopods in the north and deeper-water mudstones and argillaceous carbonates to their south, as well as distinctive Permian fusulinid foraminifers (Ueno, 2003). There are also Late Carboniferous and Early Permian diamictites (Fig. 22), the latter endorsing the Gondwanan origins of Baoshan. In the whole of Sibumasu, notably including Malaysia and the Baoshan Block, the floras are of mixed Gondwanan and Cathaysian affinities up to the Early Permian (Sakmarian), but in the Late Permian are entirely Cathaysian. Lower Permian (Artinskian) basalts probably represent the Neotethys Ocean opening.

Within Sibumasu there are Ordovician trilobites described by Fortey (1997) from southern Thailand, and the Cambrian to Devonian faunas and biostratigraphy in the northern parts of the West Malaysian Peninsula and southern Thailand were reviewed by Cocks et al. (2005). Cocks and Zhan (1998) revised the Late Ordovician (Sandbian) brachiopod faunas of the Sibumasu part of Burma (Myanmar) and concluded that their closest affinities lay with South China.

4.4. Siberia and peri-Siberia

Siberia was a large continent throughout the Palaeozoic until its merger with the Kazakhstania sector of Pangea in the Permian. Its craton has many Precambrian rocks, of which much of the Neoproterozoic (whose latest parts are termed there Riphean and Vendian) is surprisingly undeformed. Surrounding it are the numerous terranes of peri-Siberia which are of very varied size and which accreted to the craton at various times in the Palaeozoic, particularly the Altai-Sayan and Mongolian areas (Cocks and Torsvik, 2007; Fig. 8; Wilhem et al., 2012).

Since Siberia was inverted throughout the Palaeozoic, the peri-Siberian and many Mongolian terranes which are today to the south of Siberia then lay to its north, facing the very large Panthalassic Ocean. These terranes include what we named the Ertix Terrane, which includes some of the units in Mongolia described by Badarch et al. (2002), and also the Zhaman–Sarysu accretionary wedge of Windley et al. (2007); as well as much of the Northern Xinjiang Region of northwestern China reviewed by Zhou et al. (2007), and the Chinese Altay (including the Ercis accretionary complex) of Xiao et al. (2008, 2009b). However, the more southerly Mongolian terranes today were not associated with Siberia and their Palaeozoic positions are reviewed above in Sections 2.5 and 2.6.

Fig. 11. Distribution of major tectonic units in the Late Silurian (Late Ludlow) at 420 Ma. HUL, Hutag Uul–Songliao; JA, Japanese arcs; KJB, Khanka–Jiamus–Bureya; Ku, arcs now in the Kunlun Terrane; Qi, arcs now in the Qaidam–Qilian Terrane; Qt, Qiangtang Terrane. Red lines are subduction zones.
The southern border of the united Siberia and peri-Siberia is formed today of a series of very substantial arcuate strike-slip faults running through southern Siberia, Mongolia and northern China (Sengor and Natalin, 1996), including the Gornostaev Shear Zone. Those faults were highly active during the final rotation of Siberia as it became part of Pangea during the Mesozoic, but that rotation had commenced during the Late Palaeozoic. The End-Permian (250 Ma) map of Siberia (Cocks and Torsvik, 2007; Fig. 15) shows that at that time the Mongolian sector of peri-Siberia had accreted to Junggar, Tien Shan and Tarim and that the Eastern Asian terranes discussed here, principally the enlarged North China continent and associated terrane group lay in the Palaeoasian Ocean near Tarim.

Badarch et al. (2002, p. 88) and Windley et al. (2007) show the ‘topographic and structural Boundary’ line which they term ‘traditionally defined’ as the Main Mongolian Lineament, which runs to the north of the Gobi Altai Terrane, their Unit 33. However, that lineament is simply a boundary between the dominantly Precambrian and Lower Palaeozoic rocks to the north from the mainly Upper Palaeozoic rocks to the south, and it does not coincide with the boundary suture between peri-Siberia to the north and the central Asian terranes to the south. For example, Badarch et al. (2002, Fig. 12) correctly stated that Gobi Altai was amalgamated with the Mandalovoo Terrane before the Devonian, but, since, as noted by Cocks and Torsvik (2007, p. 48), the distinctive peri-Siberian Tuvaella brachiopod Fauna is found in Mandalovoo, that demonstrates that those two terranes were parts of peri-Siberia, not central Asia, prior to Siberia’s Permian to Mesozoic progressive union with the rest of Pangea. Thus the fundamental tectonic line between peri-Siberia and the other central Asian terranes in Mongolia must be located to the south, not the north, of the Gobi Altai Terrane, as shown in Cocks and Torsvik (2007), rather than at the Main Mongolian Lineament, and it lies at the border of the Gurvansayhan Terrane (to the south of Mandalovoo). The latter terrane is bounded to its north by the arcuate series of strike-slip faults which define today’s southern boundary of peri-Siberia (Cocks and Torsvik, 2007).

At the southeast corner of the Gobi Altai Terrane lies the Tseel Terrane (Unit 5 of Badarch et al., 2002). That terrane was revised by Kröner et al. (2007), who discovered that there are no Precambrian rocks there (although they were previously reported), but the terrane consists of a Lower Devonian (397 Ma) arc with subsequent metamorphism and granitoids intruded until the latest Devonian (Famennian) at 360 Ma. Kröner et al. (2007, Fig. 17) show the Main Mongolian Lineament to the north of the Tseel Terrane. We do not know whether or not the Tseel Terrane, like Gobi Altai, formed part of peri-Siberia; or whether, like the Edren Terrane, it was part of the Gurvansayhan Terrane complex and thus part of the Central Asian
terranes; however, in either case it must have lain off the northern margin of the maps in this paper. In any case, the tectonics of the southern margins of peri-Siberia were very complex.

4.5. Nuhetdavaa Terrane

Between the Hutag Uul–Songliao Terrane and the Gobi Altay–Mandalovoo Terrane of peri-Siberia lies the Xinlin–Xiguitu Fault Zone. We have combined the Hinggan (or Xing'an) Terrane of various authors, which includes the Dong Ujumqin Belt within China (Yue et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2011), with its westwards extension into Mongolia, which was termed the Nuhetdavaa Terrane by Badarch et al. (2002: their Unit 40). The terrane includes the Turan Unit (M6) of the ‘Manchurides’ of Sengor and Natalin (1996). Li (2006) showed a large area which he termed the ‘South Mongolian–Central Khingan Orogenic Belt’ bounded by the main Mongolian Lineament to the northwest and a ‘Burean–Jiamusu Palaeoplate’ to its southeast, and to the southwestern end of the latter is attached the ‘Suolunshan–Central Jilin Orogenic Belt’. The Nuhetdavaa Terrane straddles today’s southeastern boundary of Mongolia and Inner Mongolia, China. It is composed of Neoproterozoic metamorphic rocks, Cambrian to Silurian sediments, Devonian volcanics and minor sediments, including coralliferous limestones, and Lower Carboniferous shallower water sedimentary rocks, all intruded by Silurian, Carboniferous, Permian and later plutons. Badarch et al. (2002) also concluded that Nuhetdavaa continued eastwards into China as the Dong Ujimqin Belt. Yue et al. (2001) reviewed that belt, which consists of remnants of Cambrian to Middle Ordovician passive continental margin rocks which have yielded faunas of general Chinese affinity, which are unconformably overlain by Silurian arc rocks and associated sediments, followed by Devonian back-arc sediments; then, after a further unconformity, Middle Carboniferous and Permian arc rocks, followed by Late Permian terrestrial rocks. Li et al. (2011) reviewed the Xilin Gol Complex of Inner Mongolia, China, which we have arbitrarily included within the Nuhetdavaa Terrane, and concluded that subduction started at Cambrian–Ordovician boundary time at 490 Ma, and oceanic island arcs were active in the Ordovician (around 452 Ma) and the Early Carboniferous at around 339 Ma. Wu et al. (2011) dated granites from the Chinese sector, and identified six as Ordovician, one as Devonian, twelve as Carboniferous and six as Permian.

![Fig. 13. Distribution of major tectonic units in the Early Devonian (Emsian) at 400 Ma. E, Enshoo Arc; HUL, Hutag Uul–Songliao; JA, Japanese arcs; KJB, Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya; Qi, arcs now in the Qaidam–Qilian Terrane; Sul, Sulinheer. Red lines are subduction zones.](image-url)
In the west of the terrane, the Hing–Nuhet area contains Carboniferous calc-alkaline plutons and there is an extensive belt of Early Permian (289–287 Ma) calc-alkaline volcanics, reflecting the shift from an earlier volcanic arc to a later post-collisional continental extension regime (Zhang et al. (2011b)). Wilhem et al. (2012, Fig. 5) linked Nuhetdavaa with the adjacent Enshoo Terrane and also Songliao (Section 2.5 here) from the Cambrian onwards. The whole area was much deformed in the Permian prior to the accretion of Siberia to the terranes to its south, during which there was much compression, as well as rotation and associated strike-slip faulting. This was extremely complex, and largely outside the scope of this paper, but the final accretion of the enlarged North China continent and associated terranes to Siberia did not take place until the Jurassic at around 150 Ma. However, the fact that Yue et al. (2001) recorded the characteristically Siberian Silurian brachiopod Tuvaella and also Late Carboniferous plants of the Angaran Province, indicates firmly that Nuhetdavaa formed part of peri-Siberia throughout Palaeozoic times, and Wu et al. (2011) depicted it as accreted to Siberia at about Cambrian–Ordovician boundary time at 490 Ma.

5. Palaeomagnetic review

The main anchor for our reconstructions has been Gondwana, for which a comprehensive Apparent Polar Wander (APW) path is now known throughout Palaeozoic times (Torsvik and Cocks, 2011; Torsvik et al., 2012). Comparably, Siberia, which lay off our maps to the north, is also confidently placed. However, the remainder of the areas considered in the present paper are not so well positioned, although South China and North China have yielded some palaeomagnetic data (Fig. 2), as briefly reviewed below. Reliable palaeomagnetic data from Tarim are only available from the Middle Devonian and onwards, when Tarim is off our maps.

5.1. South China

The Cambrian to Early Triassic from South China include 33 poles, but 28 of these are Permian–Early Triassic in age and thus lower-mid Palaeozoic poles are almost absent. 11 poles, including all the Lower Palaeozoic poles (Late Cambrian–Silurian), are derived from clastic
sediments, and all have been corrected for potential inclination shallowing using a fixed flattening \( f \) factor \( f = 0.6 \). A similar correction is applied to poles from all other continents used in our analysis, e.g. North China (updated from Cocks and Torsvik, 2002; Torsvik and Cocks, 2004) and Gondwana (Torsvik et al., 2012). Apparent polar wander (APW) paths (Fig. 2, Table 1) were generated using the spherical spline method (Torsvik et al., 1996) but, due to severe interpolation in the Lower and Upper Palaeozoic, many poles were actually not used in our reconstructions. There are two lower Palaeozoic poles, one Late Cambrian (510) suggesting an equatorial latitude, whilst the Early Ordovician pole (ca. 480 Ma) suggests a palaeolatitude of about 50° South (or possibly North!) before returning to lower latitudes by the Mid-Silurian. South China is commonly portrayed in two different positions relative to Gondwana, either next to Australia (Torsvik and Cocks, 2009) or next to India/Pakistan (Torsvik et al., 2009). Thus we have decided not to use the sparse Cambrian and Ordovician poles, and have positioned the combined South China–Annamia continent outboard of Pakistan/Arabia in the Cambrian, as discussed in Torsvik et al. (2009) and in Section 15.2 below. The continent migrated along the Gondwanan margin, and reached a position offshore of eastern Australia by the Late Ordovician. Reliable palaeomagnetic poles were used for 440 to 400 Ma reconstructions; however, there are no good data between 370 and 310 Ma, but South China is shown in its most likely position outboard of Australia. The 280 and 250 Ma maps are again supported by strong palaeomagnetic data.

5.2. North China

Our North China selection includes 23 poles of which 12 are Late Permian–early Triassic. 15 sedimentary poles are corrected for potential inclination shallowing effects. APW (Fig. 2, Table 1) is much smaller for North China and the APW paths are widely different for the Palaeozoic. All our reconstructions for North China are based on the generated APW path. North China was mostly confined to palaeolatitudes within 20° from the Equator. When both South and North China latitudes are based on APW paths (at 250, 280, 400, 420, and 440 Ma), they always plot near each other in latitude but their orientations are different (as also seen in the APW paths) and their relative longitudes have been guessed.

6. Palaeogeographical evolution

There follows palaeogeographical maps at eleven periods through the Palaeozoic, in which establishing kinematic continuity between...
the construction of successive maps has been paramount. The main continental units are shown as they exist today, with outlines largely defined by post-Palaeozoic tectonism, and modern seas and land outlines have been drawn upon them to aid recognition. That is apart from North China, which we show as enlarged eastwards throughout all the Palaeozoic because the Lower Palaeozoic shallow- to deep-water facies show that the eastern end of the continent was truncated by post-Palaeozoic faulting. However, there are sometimes wide discrepancies between those modern boundaries and the ancient units; for example, the western (Thai) sector of Annamia simply did not exist in the Cambrian (Ridd et al., 2011), even though the modern Annamian outline is shown on Fig. 3 and subsequent figures. There are two maps for each period, the first with only today’s units shown and with locality names, and the second with the lands, shallow and deeper shelf seas, the sites of volcanic and plutonic igneous extrusions and intrusions, as well as some facies, such as reefs, and faunal or floral sites of biota key to interpreting the palaeogeography on some of the maps. The relative positions of the major units have been determined primarily through palaeomagnetic data, but those data vary in quality and quantity and also show only the palaeolatitudes and unit rotations of old continents, not palaeolongitudes. However, some longitudinal fixes have been obtained through the locations of Large Igneous Provinces (LIPs) and kimberlites sourced by plumes from the core–mantle plume generation zone (PGZ) at the core–mantle boundary (Torsvik et al., 2008, 2010). The PGZ is shown on our maps.

Supplementing the palaeomagnetic data are analyses of the biofacies which show how similar or different are the biota of adjacent terranes. Particularly useful have been marine macrobenthos such as trilobites and brachiopods, many of which were reviewed for the Ordovician and Silurian by Fortey and Cocks (2003), and terrestrial floras in the Carboniferous and Permian. Also critical to our map reconstructions is parsimony when charting subduction zones and spreading centres; for example, it is best to suppose only two major Palaeozoic rifting events at the north-eastern Gondwanan margin, the Palaeotethys Ocean opening in the Early Devonian, and the Neotethys Ocean opening in the Permian, rather than concluding that the various continental blocks left Gondwana at separate times.

One of the most difficult problems has been to assess the significance of the numerous analyses of Precambrian zircons that have been published from many areas across the region. Those areas with many peaks in the zircon occurrences indicate sources from a large continental area, the most obvious of which is the superterrane of Gondwana, and such multiple zircon peaks are to be found in Tarim, North China and South China, as well as in some microcontinents with Precambrian cores within them. We think it is the most likely that the zircons did indeed originate from Gondwana, but there
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Fig. 16. Palaeogeography in the Late Devonian (Famennian) at 370 Ma. Thinner red lines and PGZ, plume generation zones, thicker red lines are subduction zones.
seems to be no way of telling when in the Precambrian those con-
tinents rifted away from Gondwana and thus where those important
continents were at the beginning of the Palaeozoic, which is one of
the reasons why the earliest reconstruction here is of the Late Middle
Cambrian. The relative positions of North China, South China and
Annamia are discussed further in Sections 15.1 and 15.2.
Because our maps are on a relatively small scale, and because all
the units have been much affected by subsequent tectonism, they
must be seen as simplifications. Further uncertainties, particularly in
the region today west and southwest of the North China continent
where many authors have published differing conclusions, are the po-
laritiy directions of the many subduction zones in varied areas and
times, and, as a result, all our subduction zones are shown as broad
bands without indicated polarity on Figs. 3 to 24, rather than with
an arbitrarily-designated polarity.
The Siberia and North China (Fig. 2) continents have yielded a
substantial amount of palaeomagnetic data, which demonstrates
that they were more than 25° of latitude apart at the end of the
Palaeozoic at 250 Ma, and their palaeogeographical relationships are
discussed in Section 15.3.

7. Precambrian prelude

All of the major global continental units in the region have at least
a proportion of Precambrian basalts, many of Archaean and
Palaeoproterozoic ages, but the overall palaeogeography remains ex-
tremely speculative. Most of them apparently formed parts of the
Rodinia supercontinent, which probably assembled between 1.2 and
1.0 Ga. Rodinia broke up at about 800 Ma (Torsvik, 2003; Torsvik
and Cocks, 2011); however, the relative positions of the various con-
tinents to each other between then and the start of the Cambrian are
poorly constrained. The assembly of Gondwana was only complete
just before the end of the Precambrian and it extended then from
beyond the South Pole to the Equator (Torsvik and Cocks, 2011).
Siberia and most of the peri-Siberian terranes were in the southern
hemisphere (Cocks and Torsvik, 2007). To the north of both of them
lay the vast Panthalassic Ocean, Baltica was also south of the Equator,
and Laurentia straddled the Equator.
Which Precambrian continents and microcontinents were indepen-
dent in the rest of Asia is hard to be sure of, although we believe that
North China, Tarim and Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya were separate individ-
ual entities at the start of the Cambrian, and there are also Neoproterozoic
and earlier rocks in Qaidam, Kunlun, and Ala Shan (Tsagan Uul) which
perhaps formed smaller microcontinents within those composite units.
It is probable that the combined South China and Annamia continents
were at the Gondwanan margin, but whether or not they formed an in-
gral part of the supercontinent and exactly where they were placed is un-
certain. Thus the Late Neoproterozoic positions of all the continents and
microcontinents with Precambrian cores considered here are very poorly
constrained, apart from the core of Gondwana itself. However, it is inter-
esting to note that Neoproterozoic glacial deposits are present in the Alax
Block of Ala Shan, Tarim and South China, but not in North China (Lu et
al., 2008).

8. Cambrian

To attempt palaeogeographical reconstructions for the Early
Cambrian is even more difficult for eastern Asia than in most other
parts of the world, which is why our earliest reconstruction here (Figs. 3 and 4) is for the latest Middle Cambrian at 510 Ma, although Torsvik and Cocks (in press) have generated tentative global maps at 10 my intervals from 540 Ma onwards. Our reconstruction is based on palaeomagnetic data for only the main Gondwanan superterrane and North China. There is only a single Late Cambrian pole for South China, which places it on the Equator, but there is in addition another single pole for the Early Ordovician that places the same continent at around 45° S, and so thus we cannot use such disparate palaeomagnetic data for positioning that continent at either of those ages. Thus we have placed South China in a similar position to that in Torsvik et al. (2009), relying largely on faunal and sedimentological data, and added Annamia to it, as discussed in Section 15.1. We show the centre of the 510 Ma Kalkarindi Large Igneous Province (LIP) in western Australia, and also the Penggjiabang kimberlite in South China. The latter was originally considered as of Carboniferous age, but is now known to be Cambrian (estimated at 508 Ma by Zhang et al., 2001). The relative longitude between Gondwana and South China is calibrated by locating the LIP and the kimberlite above the plume generation zone (PGZ), as explained by Torsvik et al. (2008), and assuming that the two and approximately antipodal large low-shear velocity provinces at the core–mantle boundary have remained stable for the entire Phanerozoic. The Qaidam–Qilian microcontinent depicted by Song et al. (2009a) is placed schematically to the southwest of North China, but its substance and scale are quite unconstrained.

8.1. Tectonics and igneous activity

Much of the region was affected by Late Neoproterozoic (Ediacaran) to Early Cambrian tectonic activity, including the Early (539 Ma) and Middle (526 Ma) Cambrian volcanics in South China (Compston et al., 2008), and Findlay (1998) found the remnants of a Cambrian island arc in rocks (within the Song Ma Suture Zone) which accreted to South China before the Devonian. In the Hutag Uul–Songliao Terrane there are Late Cambrian to Ordovician (498–461 Ma) near-trench plutons and juvenile arc crust (Jian et al., 2008). Wilde et al. (2003) described Early to Middle Cambrian (525–515 Ma) granitoids in the Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya Terrane. Off our reconstruction to the west, Junggar was an aggregation of Cambrian and later island arcs (Xiao et al., 2009b), and Qaidam–Qilian includes Middle Cambrian ophiolites (Yin et al., 2007) which were formed near the southwestern margin of North China. Lower Cambrian ignimbrites have been found in the east of Kunlun (Daukeev et al. 2002). The Songshugou ultramafic massif in the Qinling orogenic belt, which is today between North and South China, has been dated to 510 Ma (Middle Cambrian) by Liu et al. (2009), although it is uncertain where that massif lay in the Cambrian. Both the Himalayan margin of Gondwana and North China have yielded zircons indicating a tectonic event at 500 Ma, but it is not agreed where North China was situated; for example, McKenzie et al. (2011) placed it as bordering today’s northeastern India. However, for various reasons discussed further in Section 15.2, we place North China at some distance away from Gondwana in this paper. As also discussed in Section 15, Annamia and South China were a combined continent situated off north-central Gondwana, perhaps near Afghanistan; however, the western (Thai) part of the Annamia continent did not exist at the time (Ridd et al., 2011). Whether the eastwards-moving strike-slip faulting which transported Annamia–South China from Afghanistan to Australia commenced in the Cambrian or at some time in the Ordovician is unconstrained; we show it from our 480 Ma reconstruction onwards. At some time before 520 Ma, the Cathaysian margin of southeastern

![Fig. 18. Palaeogeography in the Early Carboniferous (Visean) at 340 Ma. Red lines are subduction zones. Provincial floras are shown from newly-reviewed data.](image-url)
South China changed from passive to active, and the first parts of what are today identified as the Japanese terranes were deposited there (Isozaki et al., 2010).

8.2. Facies and faunas

Holmer et al. (2001) described the Cambrian to Early Ordovician brachiopod faunas from the Karatau–Naryn and Chu–Ili Terranes of Kazakhstan, and concluded that many of those faunas were very similar to some in South China; however, those similarities probably reflect the comparable low palaeolatitudes of the two terrane groups and the lengthy larval stages of most inarticulated brachiopods, rather than the close proximity of those terranes in the Cambrian. The joint presence of trilobites such as Neoanomocarella asiatica, Parablackwelderia jimaensis, Sudanomocarina sinindica, Fuchol bulba, Fuchoria oratolimba and Redlichia noetlingi in both the Himalaya and South China (N.C. Hughes personal communication, 2011, and the data in Peng et al., 2009) also lends support to the revised position of South China in the Cambrian from straddling the Equator near Australia, as shown by Torsvik and Cocks (2009), to a slightly higher palaeolatitude but moved laterally a considerable distance so as to be offboard from India (Torsvik et al., 2009), who we follow in Figs. 3 and 4. As can be seen from the Cambrian conodonts analysed by Jeong and Lee (2000) and the trilobites reviewed by Choi et al. (2003) and McKenzie et al. (2011), North China (including Korea), South China and the Himalaya were all then in a largely similar faunal province, and thus North China and probably Tarim were not too distant from South China–Annamia and Gondwana.

Zhang (in Zhang et al., 2003) discussed the faunal provinces seen in the various divisions of China, noting that the Early Cambrian trilobites of South China were the most diverse in the world, epitomising the Redlichiid (or Perigondwanan) Realm, within which North China and Tarim, as well as the northeastern margin of Gondwana, were also placed.

9. Ordovician

We present two palaeogeographical reconstructions, for the Early Ordovician (Late Tremadocian) at 480 Ma (Figs. 5 and 6), and the Late Ordovician (Sandbian: Early Caradoc) at 460 Ma (Figs. 7 and 8). As in the Cambrian, both Gondwana and North China are sited through palaeomagnetic data, with North China located above the PGZ based on kimberlites ranging between 484 Ma at Hongqi and 465 Ma at Menhyin (Dobbs et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 2010). South China and Annamia are not located through using palaeomagnetic data, which again does not at present seem satisfactory in those areas.

Fig. 19. Distribution of major tectonic units in the Late Carboniferous (Moscovian) at 310 Ma. Ab, Alborz Terrane; Af, Afghan Terrane; HUL, Hutag Uul–Songliao; In, India; JA, Japanese arcs; KJB, Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya; KK, Karakorum Terrane; Lh, Lhasa Terrane; Qi, Qaidam–Qilian Terrane; Sa, Sanand Terrane; Sul, Sulinheer. Red lines are subduction zones.
9.1. Tectonics and igneous activity

Arc activity continued apace in many areas. Within the wide Mesozoic (Triassic and later) Song Ma Suture Zone between South China and Annamia there are remnants of a Cambrian to Ordovician island arc which accreted to South China before the Devonian (Findlay, 1998). The combined Annamia–South China continent continued its strike-slip progress northeastwards along the Gondwanan margin throughout the period. The Sulineheer sector of North China represents an arc–trench complex including Ordovician ophiolites and other volcanics intruded by Latest Ordovician and earliest Silurian (448–438) plutons (de Jong et al., 2006). The Qaidam–Qilian arc was still active off the southwestern margin of North China (Yan et al., 2010). In the Kitakami Terrane of Japan there was a Cambrian to Middle Ordovician island arc which were subsequently metamorphosed and then intruded by Late Ordovician (457–440 Ma) granites (Ehiro and Kanisawa, 1999); but it was situated off the eastern margin of South China in the Ordovician (Isozaki et al., 2010). Today’s southern margin of South China in the Ordovician (Isozaki et al., 2006). The western (Thai) sector of Annamia was still non-existent throughout the Ordovician, although the Kontum Precambrian craton in the northeast of that continent had adjacent graptolite-bearing deeper-water sediments (Ridd et al., 2011).

9.2. Facies and faunas

In the Middle to Late Ordovician nearly all of North China was uplifted to form land, and extensive bauxite deposits were formed there (Wang et al., 2010), and that land persisted until Carboniferous times. In general, the substantial Tarim continent was a northward-dipping carbonate platform, which was fringed to the north by deeper-water facies that developed along the South Tienshan Mountains (Chen et al., 2010). As documented by Fortey and Cocks (2003), it was during the Early Ordovician that world-wide zoological provincialisation was at its most varied within the shallower-marine benthic faunas, particularly demonstrated by the trilobites and brachiopods. That provincialisation lessened as the Ordovician progressed; however, Nikitin et al. (2006) were able to demonstrate that the many brachiopods were still globally divided into three groupings even during the Late Ordovician; which they term the Tropical East Gondwana Realm (including Australasia, North and South China, and Kazakhstania and the rest of central Asia) distinct from both the Baltica Realm and the Laurentia–Siberia Realm. But even within those groups, there were still distinctive endemics; for example, the easily-identified and locally abundant plectambonitoid brachiopod Spanodonta, first described from northwestern Australia, also occurs in comparable shallow-water
equatorial limestones in Sibumasu (Cocks et al., 2005), but not in South China or Annamia (Fig. 6). Also shown on Fig. 6 is the distribution of the pentameride brachiopod Yangzteella which was originally seen as endemic to South China, but which is now known also from Turkey, Karakorum and Iran. Furthermore, the analysis by Zhan and Cocks (1998) of Late Ordovician (Sandbian and Early Katian) brachiopod genera indicated that the diverse South China faunas did not have a high proportion of genera in common with North China, the Chu-Ili Terrane of Kazakhstan or the Australian faunas from the island arcs in New South Wales. That theme was further developed by Zhan et al. (2011), who demonstrated that the brachiopod endemism in South China grew from nothing in the Early Tremadocian (no endemics in the 8 articulated genera recorded) to over a quarter (23% to 28% endemics within a total of up to 52 articulated genera) in the Middle Ordovician (Dapingian to Darriwilian).

Zhou and Zhen (2008) undertook a cladistic analysis of all the trilobite genera found in the various parts of China at five successive Ordovician time intervals (Tremadocian, Floian to Early Darriwilian, Mid to Late Darriwilian, Sandbian to Early Katian, and Late Katian to Hirnantian). The faunas of Northern Xinjiang and Hinggan areas were peri-Siberian. But in contrast, the analysis demonstrated that, although quite different to Siberia; the North China, South China, Tarim and Qaidam–Qilian trilobites were closely related to each other throughout that period, forming a single faunal province, which the authors identified as essentially peri-Gondwanan. However, although that province was relatively uniform throughout its extensive region at the beginning and end of the Ordovician (Tremadocian and late Katian to Hirnantian); in the intervening Middle Ordovician period from the Floian to the early Katian it was divided into two contrasting subprovinces, one consisting of South China, Tarim and Annamia, and the other including North China, Sibumasu, southern Tibet (the Lhasa Terrane) and what Zhou and Zhen (2008) termed Tianshan–Beishan. That confirms in more detail the scenario suggested by Fortey and Cocks (2003), in which the Chingiz, Chu–Ili, Tien Shan and Tarim terranes were grouped together in the Sandbian (Early Caradoc) on the basis of their contained shallow marine brachiopods and distinctive trilobites such as Taklamakaniana, which was originally considered as endemic to Tarim but is now recognised as also occurring in the adjacent areas. Zhou et al. (2011), following detailed analysis of trilobite biotas, demonstrated that during the Early Floian there was a huge drowning of the very large platform area in South China, accompanied by a shoreward expansion of the deeper-water outer shelf assemblages, a deepening which continued on until the Early Darriwilian. To plot the facies within both

---

**Fig. 21.** Distribution of major tectonic units in the Early Permian (Artinskian) at 280 Ma. Af, Afghan Terrane; HUL, Hutag Uul–Songliao; JA, Japanese arcs; KJB, Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya; KK, Karakorum Terrane; Lh, Lhasa Terrane; Qt, Qaidam–Qilian Terrane; Q; Qiangtang Terrane; Sk, Sukothai and related island arcs; Sul, Sulinheer. Red lines are subduction zones.
North and South China we have largely used the maps of Chen et al. (2010).

The Dapingian–Darriwilian trilobites described by Zhou et al. (1998a) from the Chinese (Yunnan Province) sector of Ammania indicate that Ammania was probably near Gondwana, and the bivalves described by Fang and Cope (2004) from the same area also suggest affinity with South China and central Australia. As discussed in Section 15, we follow Cai and Zhang (2009) in thinking that Ammania was united only with South China in the Lower Palaeozoic, rather than agreeing with Metcalfe (e.g. 2011a, 2011b), who placed Ammania offshore of Sibumasu and attached to each other as parts of core Gondwana, together with North China, South China and Tarim.

10. Silurian

The Silurian was the shortest system in the whole Palaeozoic, lasting for only some 27 My. We present two palaeogeographical reconstructions, for the Early Llandovery (Rhuddanian) at 440 Ma (Figs. 9 and 10), and the Late Ludlow at 420 Ma (Figs. 11 and 12). Both are based on palaeomagnetic data for South China–Annamia, and North China is interpolated from data points at 464 Ma and 525 Ma. No Silurian kimberlites are known from eastern Asia.

10.1. Tectonics and igneous activity

Off the western margin of our maps, the core of the Kazakhstan continent was a largely unified area through the amalgamation of several terranes by the end of the Silurian (Windley et al., 2007), and off the southeastern margin there was substantial arc activity in eastern Australia (Percival and Glen, 2007). In contrast, there did not seem to be so much extensive tectonic activity in the region considered here as there had been in the Cambrian and Ordovician. However, Wilhem et al. (2012) suggested that Tarim may have collided obliquely with the eastern margin of the Kazakhstan continent in the Late Silurian; but the evolving history of Kazakhstan and surrounding areas is so complex and unresolved that we have shown Tarim as still independent in those times on Figs. 11 and 12.
In the Hutag Uul–Songliao Terrane there was Early Silurian (440–434 Ma) ridge subduction and subsequent microcontinent accretion which is preserved in the Solonker Suture Zone (Jian et al., 2008, 2010). On the southern margin of that zone, the Sulunheer Terrane had become substantial enough through the accretion together of several island arcs to identify separately on today’s northern margin of North China from our Lower Silurian (440 Ma) reconstruction onwards. In the Qaidam–Qilian area adjacent to the southwestern margin of North China volcanism persisted until the earliest Silurian at about 440 Ma in northern Qilian Shan, and those volcanics were followed by sediments deposited in a forearc basin (Yan et al., 2010), all of which were subsequently intruded by 428 Ma granites (Zhang et al., 2009). At today’s southwestern edge of North China, subduction continued, with the relatively small South Qinling Terrane being overridden by North Qinling (already accreted to North China), with the concomittant intrusion of numerous granulites within North Qinling, from near the start of the Silurian at about 440 Ma to about its end at 415 Ma; after which metamorphism continued in the North–South Qinling junction area up until the Early Devonian at about 400 Ma (Xiang et al., 2012). Whether or not the strike-slip movement between Gondwana and the combined Annamia–South China continued throughout the Silurian is poorly constrained, but it seems likely to have occurred, perhaps at a slower pace, since the rifting which heralded the opening of the Palaeotethys Ocean between the two continents did not commence until the Early Devonian. Carter et al. (2001) recorded Late Silurian (424 Ma) granites of uncertain significance as intruded within the Vietnam (eastern) sector of Annamia, although there are few, if any, Silurian rocks known from the western (Thai) sector of that continent (Ridd et al., 2011), which presumably remained oceanic.

10.2. Facies and faunas

Global temperatures increased slowly during the Early Silurian (Llandovery) after the end of the latest Ordovician Hirnantian ice age, and there are few bioherms anywhere before the last stage of the Llandovery; for example, there are several Late Telychian bioherms in South China (Rong et al., 2003), which lay within the tropics. Copper (2002) has documented Silurian and Devonian reefs globally, and we have plotted his records on Figs. 12–16. There are no Silurian rocks known from the main North China Craton, which we therefore assume was still then land. Rong et al. (1995) analysed the Late Silurian brachiopod provincialisation in all of eastern Asia, and showed how the distinctive Tuveaella Fauna was confined to Siberia and peri-Siberia (off the north and east of our maps), in contrast to the Retziella Fauna, which was distributed over Tarim, North China, South China and Annamia, as well as the eastern margin of the Australasian sector of Gondwana (off the eastern margin of Fig. 12).

South China has numerous Silurian rocks with a wide variety of facies. Most of the earlier Llandovery is graptolitic shales, but the later parts of it, particularly the Telychian, contain abundant and diverse shallow-water marine benthic assemblages. Thirty-two sections with rocks and faunas of Telychian age in South China were reviewed in the volume edited by Holland and Bassett (2002). Telychian carbonates are confined mainly to the northwestern and southwestern margins of the Yangtze Platform and are absent in the central and eastern parts. Gomez et al. (2012) recorded a deltaic series in the Vietnamese sector of the South China continent within which are the occasional interbeds with plants similar to those from Kazakhstania and ranging from Ludlow to Pragian in age, as well as occasional layers with various brachiopods indicating marine incursions. Young and Janvier (1999) after a comprehensive review of the Silurian and Devonian fish faunas of the region, grouped North China, South China, Annamia and Tarim together as a substantial unified continent which they termed the Asian Superrerrane, placed offshore from Gondwana to its northeast and within the Panthalassic Ocean. That was chiefly because those constituent continents are the only places from which an entire order of fish, the Yunnanolpeidiodoiidae, is known. Nearly all of another fish group, the antiarchs with over 40 genera, are also recorded by them only from ‘Asia’, with 22 genera endemic to South China alone. However, that ‘Asian Superr terrane’ is not supported by the rest of the geological evidence, and thus those fish must represent the varied distribution within a faunal province, rather than proving a separate continental entity.

The distribution of lands and seas of South China on our reconstructions is largely based on the data depicted on the eight successive palaeogeographical maps for the Latest Ordovician and Silurian published by Rong et al. (2003).

11. Devonian

We present two palaeogeographical reconstructions, for the Early Devonian (Emssian) at 400 Ma (Figs. 13 and 14), and the Late Devonian (Famennian) at 370 Ma (Figs. 15 and 16). There are palaeomagnetic data for North China for both maps and for the earlier reconstruction for South China–Annamia. Gondwana is based on interpolated palaeomagnetic data (Torsvik et al., 2012), and the longitude on the later map is calibrated with kimberlites from Australia.

11.1. Tectonic and igneous activity

Rocks of Devonian age are well documented from most parts of the present area; however, since it was more than twice as long as the Silurian (57 My as opposed to 27 My), there was more time for tectonic activity, of which there was a great deal. The most significant Devonian tectonic event was the opening of the Palaeotethys Ocean in the Early Devonian, which followed initial rifting in the Australian sector at the northeastern margin of the Gondwana superterrane which may have been as early as the latest Silurian and which continued westwards to the northwestern margin of Africa (Torsvik and Cocks, 2011). To the south of the Palaeotethys, Sibumasu, the Tibetan terranes and those terranes fringing India and further west all remained parts of Gondwana. Metcalfe (2006, 2011a, 2011b) depicted Tarim, Annamia (Indochina), South China and North China as forming a single elongate and unified continent to the north of the widening Palaeotethys from the Early Devonian. Whilst agreeing that Annamia and South China were initially together as one unit, there seems to be no good reason to link them physically with North China and Tarim. As discussed in Section 15, we think that the previously-unified Annamia–South China palaeocontinent separated during the Devonian (Cai and Zhang, 2009) and the Song Ma Suture between North and South China did not close until the Jurassic. However, it is not precisely clear how the geometry and tectonics of that Devonian separation were linked to the Palaeotethys opening in the Early Devonian and whether or not those two events occurred at precisely the same time. The Palaeotethys Ocean appears to have opened before Annamia and South China separated; however, our depiction of the two units on our maps is still somewhat speculative. There is further doubt whether or not the Palaeotethys rifting is the same tectonic event which occurred much further westwards between the southern European terranes and the African sector of Gondwana, partly because the detailed timing is poorly constrained and partly because evidence of either rifting or the presence of intervening microcontinental blocks is not obvious between the two widely separated regions.

Yin et al. (2007) reviewed several models for Qaidam–Qilian, and concluded that south-dipping subduction of the Qilian oceanic plate, which had started in the Cambrian, continued until the Early Devonian (410 to 375 Ma), when collision of the Qilian Arc and North China occurred, associated with obduction of the Qilian Melange Complex over the passive margin of North China and Early Devonian metamorphism (Song et al., 2009b). However, Xiao et al. (2009a) placed the timing of
the accretion as Late Devonian. Whichever is correct, we can show Qaidam–Qilian as an integral extension of North China in our Late Devonian and subsequent maps. Off our maps to the west, in the Yili area of the southwestern Tien Shan Mountains, Zhu et al. (2009) have documented substantial volcanics of Late Devonian and Carboniferous ages in the Atasu Zhamshi Terrane. Volcanic island arc rocks were active in the Gurvansayhan Terrane (Blight et al., 2010).

11.2. Facies and faunas

Cai and Zhang (2009) published summary facies maps for South China in the Early and Middle Devonian, which we have used to help compile our diagrams. Liao and Ruan (in Zhang et al., 2003) recognised, that, although both were within the Old World Realm, there were two separate faunal provinces in North China, Qaidam and Tarim on the one hand, and South China on the other. The brachiopods from the Hutag Uul–Songlia Terrane and Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya microcontinent (Hamada, 1971; Su, 1988) can be added to the North China list. Although North China itself was largely land, the North China Province had many endemic brachiopods and corals in the Pragian and Emsian; however, the proportion of endemics dwindled from the Givetian onwards, so that by Frasnian times the whole area was within a single faunal province. Boucot and Blodgett (2001) also reviewed and augmented earlier work on brachiopod provincial zoogeography in the Early Devonian, and concluded that, in addition to the higher-latitude Malvinokaffric Realm seen in the Gondwana area off our maps to the south, for example in New Zealand, the remainder of eastern Asia lay within an overarching Old World Realm, although there is some overlap at the margins between the two realms in eastern Australia (Talent, 2000). Within the Old World Realm, various different regions can be recognised, including a separate South China Region, whose area also extended southwards from the South China palaeocontinent to include part of Kunlun. That fauna is also known from the northern Vietnamese sector of South China (Patte, 1926). Wang and Rong (1986) described a key Lower Emsian brachiopod fauna from Guangxi Province, South China, with many endemic genera, particularly Dicoelostrophia, Eosophragmophora and Parathyrisina. Overall, they found that 30% of the 81 brachiopod genera in the various Emsian localities in the South China Region were endemic.

The South China Region Emsian faunas plotted on Fig. 14 differed substantially from what Boucot and Blodgett (2001) called the ‘Balkhash–Mongolo–Okhotsk’ Region to the north, which we would term peri-Siberian, and also from the rather poorly-documented faunas described from the Hinggan Massif in the Hutag Uul–Songlia Terrane and the Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya microcontinent (Hamada, 1971; Su, 1988), and again from the Gondwana faunas known from its Australian and Sibumasi sectors, for example that described from southern Thailand by Boucot et al. (1999). However, as can be seen from our maps (Figs. 13–16), the relative positions of the major palaeocontinents did not change substantially during the Devonian, and thus the faunal differences in the earlier Devonian must have been due primarily to changing ocean currents or differing temperature gradients between equatorial and polar temperatures which varied substantially with time and which would thus have caused more varied local differentiation in climates. In the Late Devonian (Frasnian and Famennian) the whole area lay within one faunal province; for example, Talent (2000) reviewed the brachiopods of the Bonaparte and Canning Basins of northwestern Australia and noted that the reasonably diverse assemblages there consisted entirely of cosmopolitan genera, although a high proportion of the species were endemic. No Devonian faunas have been definitively described from the Thai sector of Annamia, where most of the probable Devonian rocks have been metamorphosed, although there are some possible Devonian corals of no provincial affinity known there from the Dok Du Formation (Ridd et al., 2011).

12. Carboniferous

We present two palaeogeographical reconstructions, for the Early Carboniferous (Visean) at 340 Ma (Figs. 17 and 18), and the Late Carboniferous (Moscovian) at 310 Ma (Figs. 19 and 20). The positions of Gondwana and North China (interpolated) are constrained by palaeomagnetic data, but South China and Annamia are not. No Kimberlites are known. Gondwana formed an integral part of Pangea from 320 Ma onwards and is thus reconstructed using the new global mean pole of Torsvik et al. (2012).

12.1. Tectonics and igneous activity

The Palaeotethys Ocean between South China and Annamia to the north and Gondwana (including Sibumasi) to the south continued to widen throughout the period. Within Annamia there is an unconformity beneath the Middle Carboniferous which J. Booth and N. Sattayarak (in Ridd et al., 2011) identified as representing the first phase of the Indosinian Orogeny. Off our maps to the west, during the Middle to Late Carboniferous, the Central Tien Shan–Beishan region of northern China accreted to the Northern Xinjiang region (Zhou et al., 2007), termed the Ertix Terrane by Cocks and Torsvik (2007), indicating the initial accretion of the Kazakh continent to peri-Siberia. Substantial subduction and thrust faulting occurred to the south of South Tien Shan, particularly in the Early Carboniferous between 360 and 320 Ma, which caused much metamorphism there and culminated in the collision between South Tien Shan and Tarim in the latest Carboniferous or Early Permian (Zhou et al., 2001a; Zhang et al., 2008). Volcanic island arc rocks were active in the Gurvansayhan Terrane, to the north of which there were highly effusive plateau volcanics at 323 Ma (Serpukhovian) in the southern margin of peri-Siberia (the Gobi Altai area), giving a date for the final accretion and continental assembly within Pangea for the southeastern Mongolian area (Blight et al., 2010). In the Japanese terranes, still outboard of South China, new arc activity started after the relative quiescence of the Devonian (Tazawa, 2005).

Zhang et al. (2007) described granite plutons ranging from 302 to 304 Ma, indicating the presence of an Andean-style continental arc along the northern margin of the North China continent. In contrast, the southwestern margin, along which Qaidam–Qilian had previously been accreted, appears to have been passive.

Metcalfe (2011a, 2011b) presented a reconstruction showing South China, Tarim, Annamia and North China together in a string as the Neotethys Ocean opened, although the eastern end of North China was still attached to the Australian sector of Gondwana in the Late Devonian and Early Carboniferous (Touraisian). By the Visean, which came shortly afterwards at 340 Ma, he showed a very different picture, with Tarim close to Kazakhstan, North China by itself, and South China and Annamia united and half-way between North China and Australasia. This is a rather different scenario from that shown in Figs. 14 to 18 here.

12.2. Facies, floras and faunas

From Namurian times, through much of the later Carboniferous and into the earliest Permian (320 to 290 Ma) there was a substantial but intermittent series of ice ages. It is by the presence of glacial sediments in Gondwana and adjacent areas (including Sibumasi and the Tibetan terranes), and the absence of those glaciogenic sediments from the Chinese terranes, Tarim and Annamia, that helped Metcalfe (e.g. 2006, Fig. 1) to ascertain the suture site of the Neotethys Ocean.

Although some floras of Devonian age have been described from the region, it was not until Carboniferous times that floral provinces can usefully be distinguished. On the Early Carboniferous reconstruction
at 340 Ma (Fig. 18), Euramerican floras, including the characteristic Lepidodendron and Parapiteris, are plotted as occurring in Annamia, South China and North China, and the first Cathaysian flora is recorded from South China. However, in the Late Carboniferous at 310 Ma, only Cathaysian Province floras are known from the region (Fig. 20).

Lethiers and Crasquin-Soleau (1995) published the global distribution of key end-Carboniferous to Permian ostracods, and noted how dissimilar those of eastern Asia were from the North America part of Pangea, and concluded that the prevalent ocean currents at that time probably flowed from west to east. Unfortunately there has been no overall definitive survey which might have allocated the many and often diverse brachiopod faunas known from eastern Asia into identifiable and recognised separate provinces useful in unravelling the palaeogeography. Cai and Zhang (2009) published a summary facies map for South China in the Early Carboniferous, which we have used to help compile our diagrams. In North China, Lower Carboniferous rocks are absent, and Wang et al. (2010) described bauxite deposition in the centre of North China immediately above the regional Middle Carboniferous unconformity which overlies basement of Cambrian and Ordovician ages.

Most of the Upper Carboniferous rocks of North China are non-marine, with coals of commercial quality in places, and Cope et al. (2005) reviewed the various coal deposits present there. However, in the eastern sector of the continent Lee et al. (2010) described the Late Carboniferous (Moscovian) brachiopod associations from the Taebaeksan Basin of Korea which included the diverse Choristites Assemblage, and which, although generally similar to comparable communities from South China, Annamia, and Tarim, has numerous species which are endemic to North China. In the Thai sector of Annamia, K. Ueno and T. Charoenthitrat (in Sidd et al. 2011) documented Visean brachiopods and foraminiferans of no provincial affinity within Fammennian to Tournaisian faunas from sea mounts which were deformed before Upper Carboniferous clastic rocks were unconformably deposited upon them. The latter include coals and gypsum beds which are interbedded with marine rocks containing brachiopods and foraminiferans, and that sequence continues on upwards into the Permian. Off the northwestern border of our maps, the Carboniferous of Tarim includes a variety of turbidites and volcanic rocks, with a stable carbonate platform of marine deposits in the Tarim Basin in the southwestern part of the paleocontinent (Wang, X. and Jin, Y., in Zhang et al., 2003).

13. Permian

We present two palaeogeographical reconstructions, for the Early Permian (Artinskian) at 280 Ma (Figs. 21 and 22), and at the Permo-Triassic boundary at 250 Ma (Figs. 23 and 24). Pangea is placed according to the mean pole of Torsvik et al. (2012), North China and South China also have good palaeomagnetic data (although the latter is only from 260 Ma onwards). There are no kimberlites recorded from the region, but the Emeishan Traps LIP of South China only from 260 Ma onwards). There are no kimberlites from China and South China also have good palaeomagnetic data (although we have used to help compile our diagrams. In North China, Lower Carboniferous rocks are absent, and Wang et al. (2010) described bauxite deposition in the centre of North China immediately above the regional Middle Carboniferous unconformity which overlies basement of Cambrian and Ordovician ages.

Most of the Upper Carboniferous rocks of North China are non-marine, with coals of commercial quality in places, and Cope et al. (2005) reviewed the various coal deposits present there. However, in the eastern sector of the continent Lee et al. (2010) described the Late Carboniferous (Moscovian) brachiopod associations from the Taebaeksan Basin of Korea which included the diverse Choristites Assemblage, and which, although generally similar to comparable communities from South China, Annamia, and Tarim, has numerous species which are endemic to North China. In the Thai sector of Annamia, K. Ueno and T. Charoenthitrat (in Sidd et al. 2011) documented Visean brachiopods and foraminiferans of no provincial affinity within Fammennian to Tournaisian faunas from sea mounts which were deformed before Upper Carboniferous clastic rocks were unconformably deposited upon them. The latter include coals and gypsum beds which are interbedded with marine rocks containing brachiopods and foraminiferans, and that sequence continues on upwards into the Permian. Off the northwestern border of our maps, the Carboniferous of Tarim includes a variety of turbidites and volcanic rocks, with a stable carbonate platform of marine deposits in the Tarim Basin in the southwestern part of the paleocontinent (Wang, X. and Jin, Y., in Zhang et al., 2003).

13.1. Tectonics and igneous activity

Most of Pangea was unified prior to the start of the Permian, but a great deal of rotational movement continued along the important strike-slip faults which bordered peri-Siberia; however, that all occurred in the areas outside the northern and western margins of the maps published here.

At some stage in the period, sea-floor spreading ceased in the Palaeotethys Ocean and changed to subduction, but the precise timing is poorly constrained, although Late Permian calc-alkaline granites indicating subduction are known along the Dian–Qiong Suture Zone between Annamia and South China, as reviewed by Cai and Zhang (2009). The Neotethys (sometimes termed the Mesotethys) Ocean opened by progressive rifting during the Middle Permian at about 260 Ma within the northern rim of the main Gondwanan Craton, following earlier rifting there. Fringing the northern flank of the Neotethys, as well as Sibumasu, were the united Tibetan terranes of Qiantang and Lhasa (off Fig. 21 to the west; Metcalfe, 2006). It is uncertain whether these two groups of terranes were united to form a single very elongate continent, termed Cimmeria by some authors. North China, South China, and Annamia appeared to have stayed in the same general relationships to each other and they all slowly drifted northwards during the Permian; however, Annamia and South China both rotated gradually during the period prior to their union in today's configuration along the Aliaoshan and Song Ma Suture Zone during the Triassic. There are Lower Permian granites in the Chanthaburi Terrane at the margin of Annamia (Sone and Metcalfe, 2008), and Upper Permian arc rocks which were deposited during the first phases of the largely Triassic Indosinian Orogeny (Lepvrier et al., 2004). Near the end of the Permian, the Emeishan Large Igneous Province was intruded into South China.

Li (2006) described the Permian narrowing of what he termed the Paleo-Asian Ocean between North China on the one side and Junggar, South Gobi and the Bureya–Jiamusu microcontinent on the other side, with the Middle Permian Suolunshan Ophiolites between North China and Khinggan–Bureya defining both the position and the timing of the closure of the eastern Palaeoasian Ocean there. However, Xiao et al. (2008) presented a palaeogeographical sketch showing united Siberia and Kazakhstan joining Tarim to them both as the Palaeoasian Ocean finally closed there, and termed the sea to the east of Tarim and Siberia and between them and North China as the Palaeotethys Ocean.

Off the western margin of our maps, Wang et al. (2007) analysed the faulting in the region between Siberia, Junggar and Tarim, which centred round the Yili Block at the eastern end of the Atasu–Zhanssi Terrane, and demonstrated that the Erqiz Fault between Siberia and Junggar was sinistral, but the strike-slip faults to both north and south of the Yili Block were dextral, with lateral displacements of 600 and 1000 km respectively, further confirming what a complex series of processes and events were involved during the final adjustments of Siberia's place within Pangea. Manankov et al. (2006) gave an overview of the Permian of Mongolia. Although Zhang et al. (2007) concluded that the ocean between Siberia and North China finally closed at some time in the Sakmarian soon after 290 Ma, the palaeomagnetic data indicates decisively that that closure did not occur until well into the Mesozoic, during the Jurassic at about 150 Ma. The area between North China, Hutag Uul–Songliao and Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya on the one hand, and the peri-Siberian terranes to their north, is discussed below in Section 15.

13.2. Facies, faunas and florals

There was substantial global climate change at about 280 Ma (Sakmarian), when the major Permo-Carboniferous glacial period ended. Although there are no glaciogenic deposits known in North and South China since they were largely in the tropics, the area was directly affected; for example, Cope et al. (2005) reviewed how in North China the earlier Permian continental deposits were coal-bearing and fluvial strata rich in plant fossils, in contrast to later fluvial red beds with many calcitic palaeosols, and a xenophytic and more cosmopolitan floral assemblage started to dilute the identity of the Cathaysian Realm. There were also Late Permian coals, interbedded with carbonates which
included reefs, in South China (Shao et al., 2003), and a widespread carbonate platform in the Thai sector of Annamia (Ridd et al., 2011). Metcalfe (2006, p. 41) plotted the amphibian Dicyonodon in the Late Permian in Annamia, which can only have occurred if there was some land connection with the mainland of Pangea at that time, but which sector of Pangea is uncertain.

Shi (2006) recognised four provinces in the Permian of east and northeast Asia based on marine benthos, particularly brachiopods: the Verkolyman, Sino-Mongolian-Japanese, Cathaysian and Panthalassan provinces. The latter province includes a number of Permian faunas which inhabited offshore oceanic environments and are mostly found within the accretionary prisms of terranes of Jurassic age, including the Mino Terrane of Japan, the Heilonjiang Terrane of northeast China and the Sikhote–Alin Terrane of Far East Russia. All the faunas must have originally inhabited seamounts or oceanic island arcs within the Panthalassic Ocean during the Palaeozoic. The Verkolyman Province occupied what we recognise as Siberia and peri-Siberia. The Cathaysian Province included both North and South China as well as Annamia, and the Himalayan Province those Gondwanan terranes which had left when the Neotethys Ocean opened, including Sibumasu and the Tibetan terranes.

Stevens et al. (2011) described the radiation and extinction patterns in the Permian floras of North China and also published facies maps for that continent which we have used here, as well as the data for south-east Asia of Li and Shen (1996). Liard Stevens (personal communication, 2011) has helpfully reassessed and standardised the attribution of each flora over the entire area covered by this paper to its appropriate province through re-evaluation of all the original papers. Cai and Zhang (2009) published summary facies maps for South China in the Permian, which we have also used to create our maps. By the Early Permian at 280 Ma (Fig. 22), the Cathaysian Flora, characterised by plants such as Cathaysiaopteris, had spread from North and South China to the northeastern margin of Gondwana, where it occurs in Sibumasu and the Tibetan terrane area; however, a Euramerian Province flora is also known in Sibumasu. In reality, the floral provinces were not so rigorously delimited as are shown on many maps (e.g. Metcalfe, 2011a, Fig. 15); for example, in today’s western sector of North China, many plant localities have yielded a mixture of both Cathaysian and Euramerian genera. From the Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya Terrane area, by that time united with North China, a mixture of Cathaysian and Angara Province floras have been found, even though most of the latter province occurs in the cooler-temperature belts of Siberia. In contrast, by the end of the Permian at 250 Ma (Fig. 24), only Cathaysian floras, including the distinctive Gigantopteris, are known from the region, apart from in a few places within South China where both Cathaysian and Euramerian plants occur together, and the erstwhile Hutag Uul–Songliao Terrane area, from which a mixture of Cathaysian and Angaran floras have been recovered from one locality.

14. Mesozoic to recent postscript

After the end of the Palaeozoic, there was the gradual break-up of Pangea, but that did not directly affect its eastern sector considered here. More important was the variable progress towards the unification of Eurasia, represented in the further widening and subsequently the closures of successively the Neotethys and Tethys oceans, which eventually resulted in the geography we know today.

In the region which is the subject of this paper, tectonic activity was substantial during the Triassic; for example, Annamia and North China became united during the Middle to Late Triassic and North China joined South China in the latest Triassic or early Jurassic. The Palaeotethys Ocean closed between Sibumasu and Annamia along the Inthanon Suture Zone at the end of the Trias (Sone and Metcalfe, 2008). The North China Terrane group and Siberia and its adjacent terranes in Laurasia finally united in the Late Jurassic or Early Cretaceous at about 150 Ma, marking the final closure of the Palaeoasian Ocean. The Tibet area of Gondwana divided into two separate terranes (Qiantang and Lhasa) which separated from each other in the Late Triassic, but which were reunited in the Early Cretaceous. The Neotethys Ocean closed at about 50 Ma (van Hinsbergen et al., 2011), which was followed by much tectonic shortening during the consequent and dramatic Himalayan Orogeny. To the east of the Himalayas, the cut and thrust tectonics and interactions of the relatively small oceanic plates, active in the Tertiary and still continuing, contributed to the construction of the complex East Indies region of today. Those tectonic and latitudinal changes were echoed by the interesting interactions of the Southeast Asian floras and faunas, some of which were described in the volume edited by Hall and Holloway (1998).

15. Discussion

15.1. The unity of South China and Annamia

One of the biggest unresolved problems of Palaeozoic palaeogeography in eastern Asia appears to be the status and successive situations of the substantial Annamia (Indochina) Terrane, which was large enough to be classified as a continent, and the surrounding sutures which were reviewed by Sone and Metcalfe (2008). As outlined in Section 2.1, Annamia includes the substantial Kontum Craton of Precambrian and Palaeozoic rocks, and, although there are no palaeomagnetic data from them, it was certainly a continental block throughout the Palaeozoic. The faunal evidence seems inconsistent: some of the Lower Palaeozoic faunas appear allied to South China, but most give no clear palaeobiogeographical signals. So was Annamia an independent continent? To make it so requires spreading centres and subduction zones which would make the tectonic scenarios accordingly more complex, although that appears to have been the situation from the Devonian up to past the end of the Palaeozoic. From the time of our original reconstructions (Cocks and Torsvik, 2002), we have maintained that Annamia is too substantial a continent to omit in palaeogeographical maps (as it has been by many authors, presumably chiefly through uncertainty of its Palaeozoic positions), and, if it was not allied with South China, where can it best be situated on our maps? The most parsimonious solution, which we have adopted, is to conclude that the South China and Annamia blocks together formed a single palaeocontinent from the Late Precambrian to some time in the Devonian. But along which parts of their continental margins were they joined? The current junction between the two along the Song Ma Line can be ruled out, since that suture zone contains the remnants of Cambrian and Ordovician island arcs (Findlay, 1998). Today’s eastern margin of South China (the Cathaysian sector) can also be eliminated because of the accretionary prisms and island arcs now forming parts of Japan were being deposited there, at least during the Cambrian and Devonian (Isozaki et al., 2010). Comparably, Ridd et al. (2011) show that the western (Thai) margin of Annamia was oceanic in the Palaeozoic. Thus, by elimination, we rather arbitrarily show the two continents as united along today’s southeastern margin of Annamia and the southwestern margin of South China, whilst stressing that that configuration is by no means proven.

Cai and Zhang (2009) also thought that South China and Annamia may have been together prior to the Silurian, and later drifted apart. However, they, like Metcalfe, concluded that South China and Annamia were integral parts of core Gondwana in the earlier parts of the Lower Palaeozoic, but that scenario cannot be reconciled with the palaeomagnetic data (reviewed by Torsvik and Cocks (2009) for Gondwana and here for South China), which shows that South China and Gondwana were not moving in the same ways as each other through the Palaeozoic. Because of the intervening South
China Sea and Gulf of Thailand today, it is uncertain whether or not East Malaya was a separate Palaeozoic microcontinent or whether it was a southern extension of Annamia as postulated by Metcalfe (2006), who concluded that it left Gondwana with Annamia in the opening of the Palaeotethys Ocean in the Lower Devonian and, because of that uncertainty, that relatively small area is not shown on

Fig. 23. Distribution of major tectonic units at Permian–Triassic boundary time at 250 Ma. EFB, Emeishan flood basalts (LIP); HUL, Hutag Uul–Songliao; JA, Japanese arcs; KJB, Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya; NG, New Guinea; Qi, Qaidam–Qilian Terrane; Sk, Sukothai and related island arcs; Sul, Salinheer. Thinner red lines and PGZ, plume generation zones, thicker red lines are subduction zones.
our reconstructions. Despite having been united during the Lower Palaeozoic, subsequent ocean floor spreading may be demonstrated between Annamia and South China by the presence of Mid Ocean Ridge Basalts (MORB) of Devonian to Early Permian age, some dated at 329 Ma (Visean), as reviewed by Cai and Zhang (2009). However, the Late Permian calc-alkaline granitoids indicate that, at some time before 260 Ma, the sea-floor spreading regime had changed to one of subduction.

Fig. 24. Palaeogeography at Permian–Triassic boundary time at 250 Ma. Thinner red lines and PGZ, plume generation zones, thicker red lines are subduction zones. Floral provinces are shown from newly-reviewed data: the sites where a combination of two provinces is found show the mix in two colours.
15.2. The palaeogeographical positions of South China–Annamia and North China

What have been major points of discussion for many authors is whether or not South China was an integral part of Gondwana during the Palaeozoic, and, whether integral or not with the main bulk of the supercontinent, where both South China and North China were situated in relation to the rest of Gondwana? Metcalfe, in a series of papers partly summarised in 2006 and 2011b, mapped South China and North China, together with Tarim and Annamia, as parts of core Gondwana immediately offshore of Australia throughout the Lower Palaeozoic, and shows those four regions as leaving Gondwana together in a group when the Palaeotethys Ocean opened in the Early Devonian, and that view was echoed by Barber et al. (2011). In Torsvik and Cocks (2009, Figs. 3 to 5), South China was shown as a separate continent straddling the Equator offshore of, and independent from, the Australian and Sibumasu sector of Gondwana and remaining in a similar position throughout the Lower Palaeozoic. We were then uncertain where Annamia (Indochina) lay in the Lower Palaeozoic, and so it was not shown on that map, but, after a review of the faunas, Fortey and Cocks (2003, p. 275) had concluded that it was not far from Gondwana but situated relatively further to today’s west than at present; for example, the trilobites Nesuretinus and Vietnamia are most closely related to higher-latitude Mediterranean Province Middle to Late Ordovician faunas from Sardinia and elsewhere. However, in Torsvik et al. (2009), which was written more than a year later than Torsvik and Cocks (2009) and in the light of new data, chiefly on the occurrences of Cambrian trilobites listed in Section 8.2, South China was shown offboard of the Afghan terranes at a slightly higher palaeolatitude during the Cambrian and at about 30° further south than the equatorial position near Australia shown by Torsvik and Cocks (2009, Fig. 3). That more southwesterly position helps to explain the distribution (Fig. 6) of the large and distinctive pentamerid brachiopod Yangziteella, which was previously known only in South China and Turkey in the Early Ordovician (Cocks and Fortey, 1988) but which was later found in Iran (L.E. Popov, personal communication, 2011) and Karakorum (Zhan et al., 2011). It also helps to explain why some marine benthic faunas, such as the brachiopod Spanodonta (also shown on Fig. 6), occur and are abundant in some tropical shallow-water rocks at the Gondwanan margin in Australia, Sibumasu and Tibet (Harper et al., 2011), but are absent from South China and Annamia.

Thus we largely follow the Torsvik et al. (2009) higher-latitude positioning of South China here, with the important difference that we now think that South China and Annamia (the latter not shown on the Torsvik et al., 2009 maps) were united as a single continent, as discussed above. That combined continent moved northeastswards along a substantial strike-slip fault from near India to near Australia through much of the Lower Palaeozoic, which explains why the South China trilobites were essentially identical to those in Sibumasu in the Early Late Ordovician (Sandbian) at about 460 Ma (Fortey, 1997). The strike-slip movement continued until Early Devonian times at about 400 Ma, when the strike slip faulting changed to rifting. Annamia and South China separated in the Devonian at some undetermined time, but probably either at the same time as the Palaeotethys Ocean opened or very soon after that, since the subsequent successions of Palaeozoic faunas clearly show that the two continents remained not very far separate from each other for the rest of the Palaeozoic. The ‘final’ reunion of Annamia and South China did not take place until they became united along the Song Ma Suture during the Middle Triassic, at about 220 Ma, although there were also some minor tectonic adjustments later in the general area of that line.

Presumably as a result of their separation, it is notable that the distinctive and endemic Early Carboniferous (Tournaisian) brachiopod Chuiella is restricted to South China and Tarim, but does not occur in Annamia (for example, Metcalfe, 2011a). It is worth stressing again that the configurations and outlines of Annamia in particular, and also to a lesser extent South China, are quite unrealistic on our reconstructions, particularly during the Lower Palaeozoic, since they are based largely on the outlines of the areas occupied by their terranes today; for example, there are no proven rocks older than Late Silurian in the western (Thai) sector of Annamia (Ridd et al., 2011).

Some other studies have also indicated that, during the Ordovician, South China drifted slowly into lower and therefore warmer palaeolatitudes. For example, Zhan et al. analysed the brachiopods from successive Ordovician horizons in South China and concluded (2011, p. 276) that the continent moved from temperate into tropical latitudes as the period progressed. However, since the Ordovician was a period of increasing and substantial diversification for many faunal groups, for example the brachiopods (Harper et al., 2004), it is thus difficult to disentangle the effects of that increased diversification from other effects, such as changes in palaeolatitude.

But what were the relationships between the combined South China–Annamia continent and North China over the Palaeozoic, and how did those two continents relate to northeastern Gondwana? McKenzie et al. (2011) analysed the distributions of Late Cambrian (Furongian) trilobites and zircons in North China, South China and two sectors of northeastern Gondwana (Sibumasu and Australia). They concluded that at that time North China was situated within the Gondwanan margin adjacent to the northeastern Himalaya between South China and Australia, and they particularly noted that the Precambrian and Early Cambrian zircon profiles were similar between the Bhutan sector of the Himalaya (Hughes et al., 2010) and parts of North China (Darby and Gehrels, 2006). However, Darby and Gehrels (2006) also reviewed zircons from other parts of North China which show quite different patterns, although their complexity clearly indicates provenance from a large continent, probably Gondwana, at some time in the Precambrian.

In contrast, the Early Ordovician trilobites reviewed by, for example, Zhou and Zhen (2008), appear to indicate that North China was not close to South China and Annamia. Thus, because it would require much tectonic juggling, including a major rifting event from Gondwana, to reposition North China from the Gondwanan margin between South China–Annamia and Australia in the Cambrian into its positions later in the Palaeozoic, we have placed North China well away from Gondwana. In addition, there also appears to be significant Lower Palaeozoic palaeomagnetic differences between Gondwana and North China, although there is little Cambrian data. All that, together with the probable longitudinal indications from the kimberlites contained within North China, the large space required to accommodate our united Annamia–South China continent (the substantial Annamia was not shown by McKenzie et al.), and the Ordovician and later faunal differences, combine to make the Cambrian position suggested by McKenzie et al. (2011) for North China appear as a less likely alternative.

Some authors, reviewed by Wilhem et al. (2012), have postulated that North China and Tarim, together with the intervening Dunhuang microcontinent (reviewed here with Ala Shan in Section 3.5) were united along their northern margins during much of the Palaeozoic. It is suggested that this formed an elongate passive margin in the Cambrian to early Ordovician but that margin became active in the Middle Ordovician after the accretion of the Tulinkai Arc to the North China continent. However, although the palaeomagnetic evidence for the separation and relative movements and rotations of Tarim and North China is not as strong as we would wish, we think that it is most parsimonious to show the two as independent before the Late Palaeozoic.

15.3. The relationship between the northern blocks and Siberia

We have also had a substantial problem in siting the Nuhetdavaa and Hutag Uul–Songliao terranes and the Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya
microcontinent on our reconstructions, and those units and their now-vanished extensions may well have occupied substantially larger areas in the north of the areas of our reconstructions than we have shown. What were their relationships to each other, and with Siberia and peri-Siberia, particularly in the Early Palaeozoic? Wu et al. (2011) concluded that the Hutag Uul–Songliao Terrane was itself divided into two between a more northerly Songliao Terrane (as they defined it) and a more southerly Liaoyuan Terrane, between which was a Permian ocean which only closed at about 250 Ma, which, if correct, would help to explain the space problem. Parfenov et al. (2009), summarising some previous papers, postulated what they termed the ‘Solon Collage’ consisting of several small Palaeozoic terranes which had originally been fragments of a ‘Solon Ocean plate’. That plate was thought to have been subducted to form many of the southern Mongolian arcs and some of the rocks in the Korean sector of North China. However, although we have not explicitly recognised the Solon Plate on our reconstructions here; if it existed, some parts of it might have provided the land which probably stretched between North China and Siberia at the end of the Palaeozoic (Fig. 24).

No useful palaeomagnetic data have been gathered from any of those units. The Solonker Suture Zone between the Sulinhe sector of North China and the Hutag Uul–Songliao Terrane closed obliquely between the Late Carboniferous and the Earliest Permian, and we have shown a steadily decreasing ocean prior to that closure back to our Late Silurian maps. Comparably, Dachen et al. (2004) concluded that the Khanka sector of the Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya microcontinent accreted to North China during the Late Permian to Early Triassic. However, the date of suturing between Hutag Uul–Songliao and the Nuhetdavaa Terrane to its north is not well constrained. Wilhem et al. (2012, p. 312) show a long ribbon in the Late Cambrian as part of peri-Siberia stretching from the Altai–Mongol area eastwards to include Nuhetdavaa–Enshoo, Songliao and Jiamusu, with an ocean separating that ribbon from the rest of the Mongolian terranes and the Siberian Craton, but our maps do not include these areas until the Late Silurian.

Thus we have put Nuhetdavaa near peri-Siberia (off our palaeogeographical maps) and the combined Hutag Uul–Songliao and Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya units near North China only on the Late Silurian and Upper Palaeozoic reconstructions (Figs. 11–24). In addition, although Hutag Uul–Songliao and Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya may have been separate in the Palaeozoic, we have kept them together on our maps through lack of definitive palaeogeographical data for them. However, there remain space problems in the latest Palaeozoic in that large area.

It is clear from good palaeomagnetic data that the cores of Siberia and North China were at a considerable distance from each other during most of the Palaeozoic, and the bulk of those continents did not unite until the Late Jurassic or Early Cretaceous. But between the two continents today lie several terranes which have not yet yielded useful palaeomagnetic data, but whose sutures appear to suggest that they all came together both with each other and with Siberia and the rest of Pangaea at approximately similar times near the end of the Permian. Clearly, in reality one of those sutures must have been much later than previously deduced, and thus we have had to make somewhat arbitrary decisions in placing the Guruvanshayan Terrane within the Palaeoasian Ocean near Ala Shan and the Nuhetdavaa Terrane near Siberia.

Various authors, for example Shi (2006, Fig. 5) in a Middle Permian reconstruction, show continuous land between 20° and 40° N consisting of, from west to east, united Siberia, Kazakhstan, Tarim, Qaidam–Qilian, Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya and North China. However, we are yet to review central Asia, including Kazakhstan and Tarim in the Late Palaeozoic, and thus do not have original opinions on the topic. Thus, although it reasonable to assume that a wide Palaeoasian Ocean lay to the north of Hutag Uul–Songliao, Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya and North China during all of the Devonian and Early Carboniferous, the progressive geography of that ocean’s subsequent narrowing and even closure during the Permian is unresolved.

16. Conclusions

The Asia of today has become unified only since the Cretaceous, and during the Palaeozoic its modern components were a disparate selection of continents and smaller terranes; however, many of those units formed integral parts of the superterrane of Gondwana or peri-Gondwana during the Lower Palaeozoic. From the Cambrian onwards the region was bounded to the south and southeast by Gondwana, and continued to be so until after Gondwana’s union with Laurussia in the Carboniferous to form Pangea, after which the bulk of the new and enlarged supercontinent lay largely to the west of the area considered here. We have created new reconstructions to show how the eastern Asia region changed during the Palaeozoic, but have deliberately simplified some areas; for example, we have not shown as separate some of the many and varied smaller terranes, many of which were themselves composite.

There are many unresolved issues. For example, which of the peri-Siberian terranes occupied the area between North China (and Hutag Uul Songliao and Khanka–Jiamusu–Bureya) and core Siberia near the end of the Palaeozoic? Perhaps there was land between the two, perhaps an open ocean, or perhaps, more probably, an archipelago.

Another issue is what were the relationships of the South China and Annamia (Indochina) continents, both to each other and also with the rest of the region, most particularly Gondwana and North China? Some authors have considered South China and Annamia as completely independent of each other during the Lower Palaeozoic, other authors saw them as together within core Gondwana until the Palaeotethys Ocean opened in the Early Devonian; and yet others concluded that the two were joined to each other in the Lower Palaeozoic but were independent from Gondwana, although not too far away from it. After review in Section 15, we favour the third alternative, and conclude also that South China–Annamia moved northwards as a single united continent from a position outboard of the Afghan Terranes in the Cambrian to a position off Australia just before the Palaeotethys opened in the Devonian. The progressive change of their palaeolatitudes from about 30° S in the Cambrian to north of the palaeoequator in the Devonian also explains the initially increased and then approximately stable diversities of the many benthic faunas known from South China during those times. However, that combined Annamia–South China continent broke into its two major component parts during the Devonian, possibly coincidentally with the opening of the Palaeotethys Ocean, but long prior to their eventual reunification during the Triassic. But, although we consider that North China was independent from South China–Annamia, their relationships, and also with the Tarim continent remain topics not yet finally resolved.
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